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ABSTRACT 

This study investigated relationships between the CD4 count and other clinical 
markers of the HIV disease, total lymphocyte count and viral load, in a South African 
population. 

The CD4 count has been an important clinical marker of disease progression in HIV 
infected individuals,,-and has been the focus of many studies in developed countries. 
Most of the studies reported in the literature have been done using data from well
defined cohorts of HIV patients. Similar studies in Africa do not appear to have been 
done. 

This study used clinical records of HIV infected individuals attending the Somerset 
Hospital HIV Clinic, over the period 1984-97, to study the relationship between the 
CD4 count and total lymphocyte count. From a practical perspective this relationship 
is important in South Africa for two reasons. Firstly, a majority of the HIV infected 
population is poor and can not afford the higher costs associated with the 
measurement of the CD4 count instead of the total lymphocyte count. .. Secondly, in 
many small clinics or hospitals in South Africa the equipment for measuring the CD4 
count is generally not available but the equipment for measuring the total lymphocyte 
count is widely available. 

Random effects models were used to examine the relationship between the CD4 count 
and the total lymphocyte count. The analysis revealed that there was a weak 
relationship between the CD4 count and the TLC. The relationship was not strong 
enough to allow for satisfactory prediction of the CD4 count from the TLC. 

In clinical practice different thresholds of the CD4 count are usually used to 
determine whether initiating treatment is desirable. A CD4 count< 200 is generally 
used as a criterion for commencing treatment against toxoplasmosis and pneumocystis 
carinii pneumonia. Th.e results from the analysis were assessed for use in clinical 
practice by calculating sensitivity, specificity and predictive value measures for the 
total lymphocyte count for detecting specified thresholds of CD4 counts. 

The study also investigated the relationship the CD4 count and the viral load using 
data from HIV patients enrolled in a clinical trial at the Somerset Hospital HIV Clinic. 
The results from this analysis were in agreement with those from other similar studies 
conducted in developed countries. This implies that the pathogenesis of HIV is the 
same in both African patients and those in developed countries. 

Other approaches to modelling the relationships between the CD4 count and the total 
lymphocyte count, and the viral load were briefly investigated in the final chapter of 
the study. These approaches included hierarchical generalized linear models and 
Bayesian models for the CD4 counts. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) .. spreads from one person to another 
through sexual· intercourse, direct exposure to contaminated blood, or transmission 
from a mother to her baby. In the body the virus invades certain cells of the immune 
system, replicates inside them and spreads to other cells. The body tries to 
compensate for the loss by making new cells, but the immune system remains under 
constant siege and eventually fails to keep up. 

HIV infection is normally monitored by laboratory and clinical markers of disease 
progression. In general a marker of disease progression indicates the state of disease 
advancement in an individual. Markers are useful in disease staging and assessing 
future prognosis. When an individual is infected with HIV, the state of the immune 
system reflects the state of the disease in the host. CD4 lymphocyte count is the most 
quoted marker of HIV disease progression; other markers include total lymphocyte 
count (TLC) and viral load. In the context of monitoring HIV patients, markers are 
used for initiating and monitoring antiretroviral therapy, and for assessing therapeutic 
effects in clinical trials. 

Since 1985 a plethora of statistical methods has been used to study markers of HIV 
disease progression, especially CD4 counts (DeGruttola et al., 199 l; Lange et al., 
1989; Moss et al., 1989; Munoz et al., 1988; Segal et al., 1994; Taylor et al., 1989 
and 1994; Vittinghof et al., 1994). However, even after several years of statistical 
endeavour and innovation there are no 'standard operating procedures' for the 
analysis of markers (e.g. CD4 cell count) in relation to HIV progression. 

An approach to the analysis of markers of HIV disease progression is to use 
regression methods to describe the histories of markers. In this approach, periodic 
observations of a variable thought to reflect underlying progression of disease are 
available on each of a number of patients. The focus of the modelling effort in this 
approach is characterization of the underlying stochastic process generating the 
observations i.e: the model describes changes in the marker of disease progression 
over time. Repeated measurements of markers. have also been used to model 
relationship between the marker markers and time to an event such as AIDS and or 
death, adjusting for fixed and times dependent covariates. 

In this study, we investigate models that describe the dependence of one marker of 
disease progression (CD4 cell count) on either TLC count or viral load. 



1.2 Objectives of the study 

The primary objectives of the research were to: 

i) investigate the relationship between the CD4 count and TLC in HIV infected 
individuals, 

ii) examine the relationship between the CD4 count and viral load. 

1.3 Plan of Thesis 

Chapter 2 presents a model for the relationship between CD4 cell counts and TLC 
counts, in HIV infected individuals. The aim of this Chapter is to investigate if CD4 
could be predicted from TLC, given the HIV stage. In Chapter 3 the relationship 
between CD4 counts and viral load is investigated using data from two clinical 
studies. Initial investigation of the relationship between the CD4 count and viral load 
is conducted using simple linear regression on single measurements of CD4 and viral 
load for a number of HIV patients. Repeated measures of the markers on a number of 
subjects are then used to examine the relationship between the two markers. Chapter 4 
presents some other approaches to modelling the relationship between the CD4 count 
and TLC and the association between the CD4 count and viral load. These approaches 
make particular distributional assumptions about the CD4 counts and employ different 
statistical techniques for the estimation of the unknown regression parameters. A 
number of possible models are proposed and their results are compared. Chapter 5 
draws conclusions from the analyses and also puts forward suggestions for further 
research in modelling the CD4 counts. 

1.4 Data Sources 

1.4. l Medical records of patients attending the Somerset Bospital HIV 
Clinic, 1984-97 

Somerset Hospital HIV Clinic has been a referral centre for HIV seropositive patients 
from the Western Cape since 1984, following the identification of the first AIDS 
cases in Cape Town. Retrospective clinical chart reviews were performed on patient 
records prior to January 1992. Demographic details, HIV risk behaviours, laboratory 
results and clinical data of patients were extracted and entered into a computer 
database using the Epi Info software package. From January 1992, the data were 
collected prospectively. 

The patients were clinically staged according to the World Health Organization 
(WHO) HIV staging system, in which stage 4 is equivalent to the 1987 Center for 
Disease Control definition of AIDS. CD4 counts were measured approximately every 
six months, by flow cytometry and total lymphocyte counts were determined by 
automated blood cell counter. For purposes of this study the file has been closed on 
July 1997, in which 1686 HIV-infected individuals had presented to Somerset 
Hospital HIV Clinic i.e. the data set consists of all patients presenting to the clinic 
over the 13-year period from 1984 to 1997. 
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This data set was used to examine the relationship between the CD4 count and TLC. 

1.4.1.l Key features of the data 

The data possess special features that distinguish them from data that have been 
previously used to study HIV disease progression. The study was essentially an 
observational study and not a designed study. The following is an outline of the 
features of the data: 

(a) The study subjects are neither a cohort nor a sample from a larger cohort of HIV 
infectives. 

(b) The duration of HIV infection (the length of time a patient has been infected with 
HIV) is not known. 

( c) Both patients with AIDS and HIV-infected individuals, who are at various stages 
of the disease, are included in the study. 

( d) Time intervals for clinical and laboratory review vary by patient and clinical and 
laboratory information may be missing/incomplete for some patients. · 

The features of the data impose certain restrictions on the statistical analyses that may 
be performed. Some of these restrictions may be overcome; on the 'other hand there 
may not be practical remedies for some of the constraints imposed by the nature of the 
data. For instance, missing values .for the m'arkers for a particular patient lead to ·an 
unbalanced data structure. Any model of CD4 counts needs to take into account the 
unbalance.structure of the data in the estimation of unknown regression parameters. 

1.4.2 Clinical studies 

The data came from two clinical studies, involving HIV patients, conducted at the 
Somerset Hospital HIV Clinic. The first study was a cross-sectional one, involving 
123 HIV patients, and the data with consisted of sirigle measurements of CD4 counts 

· and viral load. The second study was a clinical trial, involving 116 HIV patients, and 
the data consisted of repeated measurements . of CD4 counts an:d viral load. In both 
studies selected patients were neither on antireiroviral therapy nor did they suffer any 
intercurrent infections prior to study entry. 

The data from the cross-sectional study was used for preliminary investigation of the 
relation,ship between the CD4 count and viral load. While the data from the clinical 
trial was used to investigate aspects of variability in the CD4 count and to examine 
the association between repeateqly measured CD4 counts and viral load. 
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CHAPTER 2 

The relationship between the CD4 count and Total lymphocyte count 

2.1 Introduction 

The CD4 count is considered to be an important prognostic indicator for disease 
progression in HIV infected individuals; however it (CD4 count) is costly to measure 
especially in resource poor countries. It is postulated that total lymphocyte count can 
also provide equally useful information ab'out the immune status of HIV infected 
individuals. The total lymphocyte count, TLC, has been found to be a good predictor 
of CD4 count (Moss et al., 1988; Post et al., 1996; Sloan et al., 1991). Several authors 

. have also found the TLC to be a useful marker for staging the HIV disease (Montaner 
et al., 1992; World Health Organisation global programme on AIDS, 1993). Post et 
al., (l 996), compared TLC with CD4 counts as predictors of AlDS onset and death, in 
HIV-positive patients and they concluded that CD4 and TLC were equally good 
predictors of HIV disease progression. 

A common approach to analysing the CD4 count or TLC is to use survival analysis. 
This is done by estimating Kaplan Meier survival functions or using the proportional 
hazards model (Bachetti et al., 1992; Coates et al., 1992; Graham et al., 1993; Post et 
al., 1996) to establish a relationship between the marker some event of interest during 
the HIV infection period such as AIDS or death. Raboud et al., (l993) extended this 
approach by using CD4 count as a time-dependent covariate in a proportional hazards 
model. The time-dependent covariate model was found to be inadequate because 
marker values were highly variable which led to biased estimates of the regression 
parameters. Other authors have simultaneously modelled the CD4 values as a function 
of time and the risk ofCD4 cell count on disease progression (DeGruttola et al., 1991; 
Faucet and Thomas, 1996; Tsiatis et al., 1992). Here, the focus of the modelling effort 
was to describe the evolution of the CD4 count over time and its relationship to either 
onset of AlDS or death. The strength of these studies was that the variation in the 
CD4 count was explicitly taken into account. Several authors have also considered the 
variability of markers of HIV disease progression, especially CD4 counts ( 
DeGruttola and Tu, 1992; Hughes et al., 1994; Malone et al., 1990; Self and Pawitan, 
1992). 

Although other markers have been evaluated as predictors of CD4 count, such as CD8 
count, heamoglobin, platelet counts, cytomegalovirus (CMV) and hepatitis B surface 
antigen. (Munoz, et al., 1988); the TLC has not been assessed extensively as a 
potential clinical marker for HIV disease progression. 

Moreover, most of the studies have been done using data from developed countries, 
where the cost of clinical examinations are affordable and the data are collected from 
well defined cohorts of HIV patients. Similar studies in Africa are hindered by the 
unavailability of reliable data. 
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In Africa, a majority of the HIV infected population is poor and can not afford the 
costs of necessary clinical examinations such as the measuring of CD4 counts (Post et 
al., 1996; Maartens et al., 1997). For instance, in South Africa the costs of measuring 
CD4 count and TLC are Rl 10 and R40, respectively. Furthermore, in many clinics or 
hospitals in Africa the. equipment for measuring clinical markers, especially the CD4 
count, is usually not available. Since it is cheaper to measure TLC than CD4 count, in 
a clinical setting there is a need to estimate CD4 cour)t given TLC and some other 
clinical information on the host. This requires the use of appropriate statistical 
methods that allow for such estimation of CD4 count from TLC, in a systematic 
manner. 

In this study, CD4 count in a given patient was expressed as a function of TLC, HIV 
stage, and age at first clinic visit, presence of extrapulmonary tubercolosis and time 
since first clinic visit. It was also of interest to distinguish components of variation in 
the CD4 count that may be due to random error or changes in laboratory technique 
from those components of change that are due to biological factors in the host. 

The CD4 cell counts were modelled using a natural logarithmic transformation. This 
scale improves the satisfaction of the assumption of normality over that with analysis 
of untransformed CD4 cell counts. A number of different transformations of CD4 
counts have been considered in the literature. Taylor et al., (1994) transformed the 
CD4 counts by a fourth-root power to achieve homogeneity of within-subject 
variance. Hughes et al., (1994) used a natural logarithmic transformation to study 
CD4 cell variation in HIV infection. Coates et al., (1992) have argued that 
untransformed CD4 cell counts are adequate. Sabin, (1995) asserted that logarithmic 
or square-root transformations of CD4 count provided more biologically plausible 
results. In this study, the logarithmic transformation of the. CD4 count was used. 

2.2 Objectives 

The goals in this analysis were to: 

i) investigate the relationship between CD4 count and TLC, i.e. to provide an 
insight into the question of whether TLC can be used as a surrogate for CD4 
count in HIV patients; 

ii) to investigate whether the relationship between CD4 count and TLC is the 
same at all stages of the disease, or whether the relationship becomes stronger 
or weaker with disease progression and whether the relationship depends on 
patient's age, the presence of extrapulmonary tubercolosis and time since first 
visit; 

iii) estimate vanat1on in the CD4 counts that is due to the patient (biological 
variation) and that, which is due to random error. 
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2.3 Methodology 

2. 3 .1 Description of the data 

The data used for this study was from the clinical records of 1686 patients presenting 
with HIV infection at the Somerset Hospital HIV Clinic over the period 1984 to 1997. 
Table 2.1 gives .the distribution of patients for selected clinical and demographic 
characteristics. Not all patients had data available in all variables. In Cape Town, the 
HIV epidemic affected mostly whites and the homosexual population, before 1990 
(Wood et al., 1996). Around the beginning of 1990, HIV disease developed into a 
disease for heterosexuals and began to infect women on a much larger scale. During 
this period the disease also started to invade the African population, vigorously. Wood 
et al., ( 1996) presented a lucid description of the profile of patients presenting to the 
Somerset Hospital HIV Clinic during the period 1984 to 1995. They showed that the 
change in HIV transmission pattern from homosexual to heterosexual, over this 
period, resulted in changes in both the demographic profile of HIV patients and their 
HIV presentation. They reported that the frequency of opportunistic infections 
differed from both Central Africa and developed countries .but was dominated by a 
high prevalence of tuberculosis in the population studied. 

Although clinical examinations were supposed to be performed every six months, 
patients often missed clinic visits and as a result CD4 count, TLC and HIV stage were 
not recorded. The reasons for the missing of clinic visits by patients were mainly of a 
social nature, so that missing CD4 counts and TLC could be considered to be missing 
at random. In addition the CD4 and TLC were not ascertained at all visits the patient 
made to the clinic. Before 1993, it was hospital policy not to measure CD4 count on 
all patients at each visit made to the hospital. This decision was made in order to 
reduce the costs of clinical examinations that are necessary for patient monitoring. 

In this analysis, only records with both CD4 and TLC measurements were considered. 
There were 1333 PEltients with both CD4 and TLC measurements. A random sample 
of 376 patients was drawn from the 1333 patients. The data set from the sampling 
contained 93 7 observations. Table 2.2 shows the distribution of the 1333 patients and 
those from the random sample by selected characteristics. Not all 1333 patients had 
data available in all variables. Patients with complete cases were not different from 
those sampled in a way that might affect the results. The sampled data was then used 
to describe the relationship and to investigate how well CD4 counts could be 
estimated from TLC. 

The reasons for taking simple random sample of the data were: 

i) The sample would be representative of the type of data on HIV infected 
individuals obtained in clinical practice in South Africa. 

ii) The use of the random sample would allow us to check the model using the 
rest of the data. 
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iii) If we had employed a more complex sampling scheme such as stratified or 
cluster sampling, we would have had to allow for this in the regression 
methods we have used to analyze the data. 

Tables 2.J and 2.4 present the summary statistics of the CD4 and the log-transformed 
CD4 counts by HIV stage, respectively, from the sampled data. While Tables 2.5 and 
2.6 show summary statistics of the TLC and log-transformed TLC by HIV stage. 

CD4 counts ranged from 5 to 1384 counts, with a mean and standard deviation of 
306.2 and 225. 7, respectively. There was a large variation in the TLC measurements 
ranging from 120 to 7850 .. The rriean and standard deviation of the TLC 
measurements were found to be 1741 and 917.4, respectively. Variation in the both 
log-transformed CD4 and TLC was found to increase with stage of HIV disease, after 
stage II (Table 2.4 and 2.6). 

Table 2.1 Frequency distribution of HIV patients attending the Somerset Hospital HIV Clinic 
during the period 1984-1997 by selected characteristics 

Characteristic Period of first clinic visit 
1984-89 1990-93 1994-97 Total 

No. of Percent No. of Percent No. of· Percent No. of Percent 
patients patients patients patients 

Gender 
Female 3 2.6 178 30.3 501 51.0 682 .59.5 
Male 112 97.4 410 69.7 481' 49.0 1003 40.5 

Sexual 
orientatfon 

Homosexual 69 60.0 157 26.9 84 9.6 310 19.7 
Heterosexual 11 9.6 338 57.9 742 84.7 1091 69.3 
Bisexual 21 18.3 43 7.4 12 1.4 76 4:8 
Ot11er 14 12.2 46 7.9 38 4.3 98 6.2 

Population I l!rou1> 
White 85 73.9 186 31.9 115 12.5 386 23.9 
Coloured 24 20.9 167 28.6 179 19.5 370 22.9 
African 3 2.61 227 38.9 615 67. l 845 52.3 
Ot11er 3 I 2.6 J 0.5 8 0.9 14 0.9 

HIV Stage I I 
I 42 I 36.5 241 41.7 320 36.5 6031 38.8 

[ [ 23 i 20.0 66 11.4 155 17.7 244 I 15. 7 
III 251 21.7 168 29. l 261 29.8 454 i 29.2 
IV 25 21.7 97 16.8 133 15.2 255 I 16.4 
A2c I i 
10-25 19 16.8 132 22.7 231 23.9 382 i 23.0 
25-35 45 39.8 268 46. l 415 43.0 7281 43.9 
35-45 36 31.9 124 21.3 237 24.5 397 . 23.9 
45+ 13 11.5 57 9.8 83 8.6 153 I 9.2 
TB status ! : I i 

With TB 7 I 6.1 67 I LJ 89 9.1 163 I 9.7 
Without TB 108 ! 93.9 521 88.7 894 90.9 1523 90.3 
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Table 2.2 Frequency distribution of patients. With both CD4 and TLC measurements 
for all the obsecyations and the random sample. by selected characteristics 

Characteristic . - All the data Sampled data 
No. of Patients Percentage No. of Patients Percentage 

HIV Stage 
I 368 27.6 168 44.6 
II 274 20.6 65 17.3 
III 443 33.2 80 21.3 
IV 248 18.6 63 16.8 

Total 1333 100.0 376 100.0 
Age 

10-25 302 22.7 82 21.8 
25:35 586 44.o 172 45.7 
35-45 307 23.1 92 24.5 
45+ 136 10.2 30 8.0 
Total 1331 100.0 376 100.0 

TB status 
With TB 150 11.3 41 10.9 
Without TB 1183 88.7 335 89.1 
Total 1333 100.0 376 100.0 

Number of visits per patient 
1 694 52.1 194 51.6 
2 267 20.0 81 21.5 
3 141 10.6 28 7.4 
4 79 5.9 16 4.3 

>5 152 11.4 57 15.2 
Total 1333 100.0 376 100.0 
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Table 2.3 Summary Statistics of CD4 counts by HIV stage 

Stage No. of obs. Mean Min. Max. Std. Dev. Med. Coeff. of var. 

I 294 409.9 30 1216 215.95 381 0.53 

II 188 408.2 52 1384 241.30 374 0.59 

m 288 223.3 10 968 117.05 190 0.52 

IV 167 253.5 5 755 150.02 106 0.99 

Total 937 306.21 5 1384 225.68 262 0.74 

Table 2.4 Summar! Statistics of Log CD4 counts by HIV stage 

Stage No. ofobs. Max. Std. Dev. Med. Coeff. Of var. 

I 294 7.1 0.61 5.9 .0.10 

II 188 7.2 5.9 0.12 

III 288 2.3 . 6.9 0.86 5.1 0.17 

IV 167 1.6 6.6 1.20 4.7 0.27 

Total 937 5.4 1.6 7.2 1.01 5.6 0.19 

Table 2.5 Summary Statistics of TLC by HIV stage 

Stage No. of obs. Mean Min. Max. Std. Dev. Med. Coeff. of var. 

I 294 1966 350 4750 783.09 1850 0.40 

11 188 1946 310 3900 689.91 1835 0.35 

ill I 288 1570 230 7270 907.54 1390 0.58 

IV 167 1411 120 7850 1185.25 1130 0.84 

Total 937 1741 120 7850 917.36 1620 0.53 

Table 2.6 Summary Statistics of Log TLC by HIV stage 
' 

Stage No. of obs. Mean Min. Max. Std. Dev. Med. Cot;ff. ofvar. 

(=:1 294 7.5 5.9 8.5 0.41 7.5 0.06 

188 7.5 5.7 8.3 0.40 7.5 0.05 

III 288 7.2 5.4 8.9 0.55 7.2 0.08 

IV 167 7.0 4.9 9.0 0.78 7.0 0.11 

Total 937 7.3 4.9 9.0 0.57 7.4 0.08 
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Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 show distributions of the log CD4 count and log TLC by 
HIV stage, respectively. Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 show the Box -Whisker plots of 
CD4 counts and TLC, respectively, while Figure 2.5 and 2.6 are Box-Whisker plots of 
the log CD4 count and log TLC, by HIV stage, respectively. The plots show that both . . 

CD4 and TLC start to decline steadily after stage II. The rate of decline for both CD4 
and TLC then accelerates between stage III and IV. 

A scatter plot of CD4 count against TLC is shown in Figure 2. 7. A plot of the log
CD4 counts against log TLC suggested a linear relationship between the two markers 
(Figure 2.8). The scatterplot of the log-transformed variables by HIV stage also shows 
that observations of patients 68, 122 and 335 were extreme. These observations were 
suspected to be outliers. Further examination of the data revealed that these 
observations were low CD4 counts with high corresponding TLC values and they 
were taken on patients in advanced stages of the HIV disease (stage III and IV), 
(Figure 2.9). 
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Figure 2.3. Bo• 8. Whisker Plot of CD4 count by HIV Stage 
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Figure 2.4. Box·& Whisker Plot of TLC by HIV Stage 
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Figure 2.7. Scatterplot of C04 count against TLC 
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Figure 2.8. Scatterplot of Log C04 count against Log TLC 
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2.3.2 Statistical Methods 

One of the primary objectives of this study was to examine the relationship between 
two markers (CD4 couht and TLC) and also identify covariates that might affect the 
relationship between the two markers. We also wanted to account for the correlation 
among observations on each patient. 

The timing and to~al number of measurements recorded varied from patient to patient 
so that the data was unbalanced and unequally spaced. 

We considered the linear mixed model (random effects) to be appropriate for this 
data. The following is a brief description of the general form of a linear mixed model 
we employ in the analysis. 

The linear mixed model has the form (Laird and Ware, 1982; Lindstrom and Bates, 
1988) 

y = X/3 + Zu +e 

where: 

y is a vector of n observations. /J and u are vectors of p and q unknown fixed and 

random effects parameters, respectively. X and Z are known design matrices for the 
vector of fixed· and random effects, respectively. e is an unknown random error 
vector. 

Both random effects and random error are assumed to be Normal distributed such that 
E ( u) = 0 , E ( e) = 0 and 

where G and R. are known positive definite matrices and r5 
2 is a pos1t1ve constant. 

The· matrices G and R can be allowed to have a more general structures to model 
correlated errors. u is independent of e . 

If the matrix R is taken to be an identity matrix, then estimates of j3 andu are 
solutions to the mixed model equations (Henderson, 1950): 

The fixed effects are then estimated by generalized least squares: 

with Yar(B )= (x·v-i X r 
16 
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where V = (ZGZ' + I)rr 2
, is the variance of the data y. 

Estimates of the random effects are given by: 

The estimates of the fixed effects are BLUE (best linear unbiased estimators) while 
estimates of the random effects are BLUP (best linear unbiased predictors). 

The variance covariance matrix of the fixed and random effects is given by 
(Henderson, 1975): 

y {/JJ = 2(X' X a rr , 
II Z X 

' J-1 xz 
z·z +c-1 

The most common statistical technique for estimating model parameters is Maximum 
likelihood (ML). A known property of ML estimation is that in estimating the 
variance components it takes no account of the degrees of freedom involved in 
estimating the fixed effects, so that the variance components are biased. For example 
when data x

1
,. •• ,xn arenindependent observations in a simple random sample from a 

Normal distribution with meanµ and variance a 2 , the usual unbiased estimate of 

2 L;(x; - x) 2 
, L;(x; - x) 2 

a is whereas the MLE, a-, is 
n-1 n 

Residual (or restricted) maximum likelihood (REML) overcomes the problem with 
ML estimation of not taking into account the degrees of freedom used in estimating 
the fixed effects when estimating the variance components. The method was 
introduced in random effects models by Patterson and Thompson (1971 and 1974) 
and has received extensive attention in the literature (Gilmour et al., 1995; Harville, 
1974 and 1977; Khuri et al., 1985; Robinson, 1987; Searle, Casella and McCulloch, 
1992; Thompson, 1979). The basic idea behind RENfL is that the likelihood used to 
estimate the variance components is based on the residuals calculated after fitting only 
the fixed effects part of the model. RENfL includes no procedure for the estimation of 
fixed effects. However, it seems reasonable to use the REML estimates of the 
variance components in estimating, V , the variance of the data y (Searle, Casella and 

McCulloch, 1992). Thus the parameter estimates, jJ, are unbiased estimates of the 
fixed effects, jJ, and their estimated standard errors are also unbiased because 
variability in the estimates of the variance components has been taking into account. 
Another way of looking at REML is that the method maximizes that part of the 
likelihood which is invariant to the fixed effects, jJ (Casella and Berger, 1990). 

REML has wide applicability in scientific research. It is used to analyse data that arise 
in agricultural, biological, educational, industrial and medical research. The method 
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provides estimates of the sizes of variation and partitions the variability to different 
sources. It also allows for the estimation of random effects, BLUPS (Henderson, 
1975; Robinson, 1991). The BLUPs are interpreted as predictions of the random 
effects given the data. REML is usually the preferred method of estimating unknown 
model parameters when the data is unbalanced or when there is more than one source 
of variation in the data. 

The GENST AT package was used to perform the analysis in this study. Estimation of 
variance components and fixed effects was conducted using the "RENIL" directive in 
GEN ST AT (GEN ST AT 5 Committee, 1993). Hypothesis tests of fixed effects were 
done by using the Wald test. Residual plots were used to check model adequacy. 

2.4 Results 

2.4. l Model Specification 

A random effects model for describing the relationship between CD4 count and TLC 
could be formulated as: 

Let Yi,kI be the CD4 cell count at visit j for patient i in HIV stage 

k with TB status I 

xi,kI be the total lymphocyte count at visit j for patient i in HIV 

stage k with TB status I 

The linear model for the i 1
h patient is given by: 

for j = l, ... ,ni and i = l; ... ,376 

where the fixed terms in the model are: 

µ is the constant term, 

/3, is the effect of log TLC, 

/J, is the effect of age (years), 

/33 is the effect of time since first visit, 

ak is the effect of stage k, fork= 1, ... ,4 with a, = 0, 

81 is the effect of extrapulmonary tuberculosis, for with 8, = 0, if 

extrapulmonary tubercolosis is absent, 

the random terms are: 

ui is the random effect for patient i, i = 1, ... ,376 

bi is the effect of effect of log TLC on the i'h patient 

·--·.,,,,. 
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and eiJ is the random error. 

, 
The model assumes that u; is normally distributed with mean zero and variance 

and e;1k1 is also normally distributed with mean zero and variance a; . 
a-,;' 

The variance of the CD4 count measured on patient i at visit j is given by 

var(y;i) =a;+ a;, 

Since CD4 counts from the same patient are correlated; we have 

cov(y;,,y.) =a; for j i:- / 
, I} 

But observations from different patients are independent, i.e. the observations satisfy 
the condition 

cov(y;,, y. ) = 0 for i i:- { 
, I J 

The correlation between of two CD4 counts from the same patient is calculated as 

This quantity is referred as the within patient correlation or variance component ratio 
(Longford, 1993, page 27). The variance component ratio measures the fraction of the 
total residual variation, which is due to between-patient variation. 

The ratio of the variance components or variance ratio is defined as 

a2 
OJ=-" 

a2 
e 

This variance ratio measures the contribution of patient variation to variation relative. 
to that of random error. 

This model could also be considered as a random coefficient regression model 
(Longford, 1993; Swamy, 1971). This model would have allowed each patient to have 
random an intercept and slope, u; and b;, respectively. We fitted this model to the 

CD4 count data but it did not converge and so it was not considered further The 
analysis was then done using the random effects model. 
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2.4.2 Model Selection 

The relationship between CD4 count and TLC was assumed to depend on a patient's 
HIV stage, age, TB status and time on study. The purpose of the inclusion of the other 
variables (age, TB status and time since first visit) in the model was to assess whether 
these variables affected the relationship between the CD4 count and TLC. 
Tuberculosis has been found to interact with the HIV disease (De Cock et al., 1992; 
Harries, 1990, Wood, 1999,personal communication). Post et al., (1995) investigated 
the relationship between pulmonary tuberculosis in HIV infected patients and the 
CD4 count. They found that specific patterns of tuberculosis had positive predictive 
values of up to 100 percent for identifying patients with CD4 counts < 200. In this 
study we postulate that tuberculosis affects the relationship between the CD4 count 
and TLC. 

The model selection process entailed fitting random effects models sequentially 
(Table 2.7). We examined the significance of all the main effects by fitting a random 
effects model to the data with patients as random effects and denoted this model as 
Model A. The Wald statistics for the fixed effects from this model are shown in Table 
2.7. Only log TLC and HIV stage were found to be statistically significant and they 
were retained in the model. The other variables were then dropped from the model. In 
model B, we assessed the significance of an interaction between log TLC and HIV in 
a model. The Wald test indicated that this interaction term was not statistically 
significant and we therefore excluded it from the model. This meant that the 
relationship between CD4 count and TLC did not depend on the HIV stage of the 
patient i.e. CD4 count decline occurred with similar slopes in patients with different 
values of TLC, but intercepts were different for patients at different HIV stages. 
Figure 2.10 clearly depicts this finding. 

Model C was the final fitted model. The final model included only log TLC and HIV 
stage as fixed effects and patients as random effects. We based all inferences on this 
model. 

Table 2.8 gives the parameter obtained from fitting Model C (Table 2.7). The positive 
coefficient for the fixed effect of log TLC indicated that there was a positive 
relationship between the logarithm of CD4 and the logarithm of TLC i.e. a decrease in 
the log-transformed CD4 measurement was associated with a decrease in the log
transformed TLC. 

We found that the log CD4 counts of patients in HIV stage II were not statistically 
different from those of patients in HIV stage I. (Table 2.8). However log CD4 counts 
of patients in HIV stage III and IV were statistically different from those of patients in 
HIV stage I. Furthermore, log CD4 counts of patients in HIV stage III were not 
statistically different from those of patients in HIV stage IV. 

The within patient correlation in the CD4 counts, was found to be 0.576. This finding 
was not surprising given the wide intervals between CD4 count measurements. The 
variance ratio, the variation due to patient as a fraction ofrandom error, was estimated 
to be 1.358; i.e. variation due to patient was found to be 1.358 times the variation due 

· to random error. A plot of the fitted and observed log CD4 against log TLC is given in 
Figure 2.10. Table 2.9 presents correlation coefficients from the final fitted model by 
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HIV stage. The relationship seemed to improve with stage of HIV and it was strongest 
in stage IV, with correlation coefficient of 0. 781; this implies that TLC could explain 
62 percent of the variation in CD4 counts in patients who were in stage IV of the HIV 
disease. 

In this analysis we have not explicitly taken into account the duration of HIV 
infection (the length of time a patient has been infected with HIV) because the dates 
of infection with HIV, for the study subjects, were not known nor could they be 
estimated. The bias that it could represent was afforded by the inclusion of the 
variable, time since first visit in the model. However we found no association between 
time since first visit and the CD4 count. 

Table 2. 7 Regression results of models fitted to the CD4 count data during the 
model selection process 

Model A ModelB ModelC 
Fixed term Wald statistic d.f. Fixed term Wald statistic d.f. Fixed term Wald statistic 
Log TLC 662.1 I Log TLC 1088.2 1 Log TLC 1086.7 
(Log TLC)2 3.3 1 Stage 144.4 3 Stage 144.1 
Stage 127.0 3 Log TLC x Stage 4.7 3 
Age 1.0 I 
TB 0.1 1 
Time 2.3 I 
Random term Variance Std Random term Variance Std Random term Variance 

Component error Component error Component 
Patient 0.235 0.025 Patient 0.239 0.026 Patient 0.239 
Random error 0.173 0.010 Random error 0.176 0.010 Random error 0.176 

* Final model fitted to the CD4 count data 

Table 2.8 Parameter estimates from the final model fitted to the CD4 count data 

Fixed term Parameter estimate Standard error Z-value 
Constant -2.583 0.310 -8.332 
Log TLC 1.117 0.041 27.244 
Stage I 0.000 
Stage II -0.074 0.055 -1.345 
Stage III -0.369 0.051 -7.235 
Stage IV -0.756 0.068 -11.118 
Random term Variance Component Standard error 
Patient 0.239 0.026 
Random error 0.176 0.010 
Variance ratio 1.358 
Within patient correlation 0.576 
Stratum variance Variance Degrees of freedom 
Patient 0.605 361.92 
Random error 0.176 570.08 

Table 2.9 Correlation coefficients from final fitted model by HIV Stage 

HIV Stage Correlation coefficient Coefficient of determination (%) 
I 0.576 33.l 
II 0.618 38.2 
III 0.652 42.5 
IV 0.750 56.3 

All Stages 0.781 61.0 
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Figure 2.10. Scatterplot of Log C04 count and Fitted values against Log TLC 

by HIV Stage 
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2.4.3 Model Checking 

A plot of residuals against fitted values from the model is shown in Figure 2.11.The 
plot shows no systematic pattern in the log CD4 count residuals. Figure 2.12 shows a 
plot of the residuals against HIV stage. The plots do not appear to indicate an increase 
in variance by HIV stage. However, observations of patients 2 W in stage II and of 
patient 18 and 135, both in stage III, appeared to be outliers. 

Although the residuals were quite small in magnitude, the normal probability plots 
indicated substantial departure from normality, for HIV stage I, II and III, log CD4 
counts (Figure 2.13). However, the normal plots of the residuals do not appear to 
contradict the assumption of normality for CD4 counts taken on stage IV patients. We 
found it informative to inspect the tails of the normal probability plot since it 
indicated outlying observations. It was also observed that observations corresponding 
to the extremes of the normal probability plots belonged to different patients, that is, 
outlying observations did not always come from the same patient(s). 

Figure 2.14 shows an index plot of modified Cook's statistics by HIV stage. There 
was no evidence of influential observations for CD4 counts belonging to patients in 
HIV stage II. In stage III, observations of patients 18 and 135 were found to the 
influential. Although the model appeared to be adequate for stage IV CD4 counts, 
according to the residual analysis, there were few influential observations to the 
parameters in the model. These observations belonged to patients, 140, 253 and 322. 
Exclusion of these influential observations had a negligible effect on the regression 
results (Table 2.10). 

Table 2.10 Parameter estimates of the final model fitted for the CD4 count data 
with influential observations excluded 

Fixed term Parameter estimate Standard error Z-value 
Constant -2.411 0.293 -8.229 
Log TLC 1.098 0.039 28.154 
Stage I 0.000 
Stage II -0.087 0.051 -1.706 
Stage III -0.375 0.048 -7.813 
Stage IV -0.747 0.064 -11.672 
Random term Variance Component Standard error 
Patient 0.212 0.023 
Random error 0.157 0.009 
Variance ratio 1.350 
Within patient correlation 0.575 
Stratum variance Variance Degrees of freedom 
Patient 0.537 357.02 
Random error 0.157 565.98 
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2.4.4 Model Application 

2.4.4. l Estimating the CD4 count on 'new' data using the model 

One of the objectives of the research was to investigate how well TLC estimated CD4 
count in a regression inodel. Given a patient's total lymphocyte count and HIV stage, 
from the fitted model the estimation equations were given by: 

Let Yij be the CD4 cell count at visit j for patient i 

xiJ be the total lymphocyte count at visit j for patient i 

Stage I: logyii = -2.583+1.117 x log xii 

Stage II: logy if = -2.658+1.117 x logxu 

Stage III: logyii = -2.953+L117 x Iogxii 

Stage IV: logyif =-3.339+1.117xlogxu 

Since the fitted CD4 values were on the log-scale, to make them comparable to the 
observed CD4 counts they were back-transformed by taking' exponents resulting in 
the following set of equations: 

Stage I: yii = exp(-2.583+1.117 x log xii) 

Stage II: Y;J = exp(-2.658 +1.117 x Iogxif) 

Stage III: Yu = exp(-2.953+1.117 x log xii) 

Stage IV: Yu =exp(-3.339+1.117xlogx;) 

To assess the practical validity of the fitted model, the rest of the data (records not 
used in fitting the model), was used to estimate CD4 counts using the above 
equations. Table 2. 11. gives a distribution of the relative distances of the estimated 
values from the observed CD4 counts. The model was more satisfactory in estimating 
CD4 counts taken on patients in earlier stages of the HIV disease than those in 
advanced stages of the disease. For instance, 80 percent of the predicted CD4 counts 
were within I 0 percent of the observed value of CD4 count in stage I compared to 
only 46 percent in stage IY The reason for this finding might be that the CD4 counts 
were more variable at advanced stages of the HIV disease than at earlier stages. Thus, 
the new data set might present with extreme observations, which the model could not 
fit, yet they were genuine observations. 
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Table 2.11 Distribution of relative distances of estimated CD4 counts to observed CD4 counts 

Within k % of Stage I Stage II Stage III Stage IV All Stages 
observed CD4 

Freq. Percent Freq. Percent Freq. Percent Freq. Percent Freq. 
< 10 438 79.9 332 76.1 

~ 
145 40.1 1312 

10-20 88 16.1 73 16.7 100 27.6 453 
20-30 IO 1.8 12 2.8 44 6.2 47 13.0 113 

>30 12 2.2 19 4.4 74 10.5 70 19.3 175 
Total 548 100.0 436 100.0 707 100.0 362 100.0 2053 

2.4.4.2 Evaluating the model for use in clinical practice 

In monitoring HIV patients, thresholds of the CD4 count are often used to indicate the 
onset of particular diseases, such as AIDS, or to commence treatment of particular 
infectfons. A CD4 count< 200 is generally used as a criterion for commencing 
treatment against toxoplasmosis and pneumocystis carinii pneumonia. HIV patients 
with CD4 counts< 50 are prone to more serious diseases or infections associated with 
the HIV disease. 

Post et al., (1996) suggest that a TLC < 1250 could be used, instead of CD4 < 200 , as a 
criterion for commencing cotrimoxazole prophylaxis (treatment agairtst toxoplasmosis 
and pneumocystis carinii pneumonia). We found a TLC< 1250 to be 64 percent 
sensitive and 88 specific for a CD4 count< 200 , using the raw data and ignoring HIV 
stage information. These estimates were consistent with those obtained by Post et al., 
(1996). 

In this study, we determined different TLC cut-offs for the different HIV stages, using 
the model. The TLC cut-offs were calculated using the model equations for each 
stage. We employed inverse regression methodology (Draper and Smith, 1981, page 
4 7) to calculate TLC values given a CD4 count of 200 in each stage. The equations 
for estimating the TLC cut-offs for a CD4 count of 200 were given by (on the log
scale) 

Stage I: lo TLC= log200 + 2.583 = 7.056 
g 1.117 

Stage II: lo TLC= log200 + 2.658 = 7.123 
g 1.117 

Stage III: lo TLC= log200+2.953 =7.387 
g 1.117 

Stage IV: lo TLC= log200+3.339 = 7.733 
g 1.117 
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or equivalently (on the original scale of the data) 

Stage I: 

Stage II: 

Stage III: 

Stage IV: 

TLC= exp[log
2
00+ 2·

583
]=1159.797 

1.117 

TLC= exp[log
2
00+ 2·658]=1240.165 
1.117 

TLC= exp[log
2
00+ 2·953 ]=1614.854 
1.117 

TLC= exp[log 200 + 3·339] = 2282.439 
1.117 

The estimates of TLC values given a CD4 count of 200 pointed toward different TLC 
cut-offs for each stage (Table 2.12). According to the model, this implied that 
different values of TLC for each stage of the HIV disease should used as thresholds 
for commencing treatment. This finding was probably due the presence of higher TLC 
values for some patients, at advanced stages of the HIV disease (stage III and IV), 
(Figure 2.9) . It was noted that the TLC cut-off of 1250 corresponded to an estimated 
TLC cut-off for HIV stage II of 1240. 

We then investigated how good the TLC cut-offs were at detecting a CD4 count of 
< 200 or > 200 . This was done by classifying the CD4 counts from the rest of the 
data, using the TLC cut-offs. The rest of the data consisted of 2053 observations from 
957 patients (data not used in fitting the model). Proportions of CD4 counts correctly 
classified and those incorrectly classified by the TLC cut-offs were calculated. The 
proportions were defined as follows (Altman, 1994, page 410): 

Sensitivity was the proportion of CD4 counts < 200 correctly identified by the 
TLC cut-off. 

Specificity was the proportion of CD4 counts > 200 correctly identified by the 
TLC cut-off. 

Positive predictive value (PPV) was the proportion of TLC values less than 
the TLC cut-off and had CD4 counts< 200. 

Negative predictive value (NPV) was the proportion of TLC values greater than 
the TLC cut-off and had CD4 counts> 200 

False negative rate was to the proportion of CD4 counts < 200 and had TLC 
values > TLC cut-off. 

False positive rate was the proportion of CD4 counts > 200 and had TLC values 
<TLC cut-off. 
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The results of the calculations of tbe above proportions are given in Table 2.12. In 
HIV stage IV, a TLC < 2281 ~as found to be 96 percent sensitive and 3 5 percent 
specific for an observed CD4 count < 200 (Table 2.12), w'ith a positive predictive 
value of 85 percent. This implies that according to the model, from which the TLC 
cut-offs were calculated, we would expect 96 percent of the observed CD4 counts < 
200 to have TLC values < 2281, while 3 5 percent of those with observed CD4 counts 
> 200 would have TLC values> 2281. 

The false negative rate was estimated to be 4.18 percent in HIV stage IV. In this 
situation, this proportion represents the proportion of patients who would not be given 
treatment, if a TLC cut-off of 2281 were used as a criterion for . commencing 
prophylasis treatment on patients in HIV stage IV. On the other hand the false 
negative rate represents the proportion of patients who would be given the treatment, 
yet they probably do not need it since their 'true' CD4 counts would be above 200. 
This proportion gives an indication ofthe costs (not necessarily financial) associated 
with unnecessary treatment of patients. If a TLC cut-off of 2281, in HIV stage IV, 
were used to decide on which patients to treat; we wot1ld be treating about 96 percent 
of the patients who need treatment but we could also be giving it to 65 percent of the 
patients who do not need by virtue of their CD4 counts being above 200. 

For comparative purposes, we also assessed the ability of a fixed value of TLC < 
1250 to detect a CD4 < 200, as suggested by Post et al., ( 1996). In HIV stage IV, a 
TLC < 1250 was found to be 72 percent sensitive and 83 percent specific for an 
observed CD4 count< 200 (Table 2. 13), with a positive predictive value of 94 percent. 
IfTLC cut-off of 1250 were used as a criteria for commencing treatment, 72 percent 
of the patients needing the treatment would receive it and only 17 percent of patients 
with CD4 counts > 200 would receive it. 

We also determined TLC cut-offs for a CD4 count of 50 to detect HIV patients with 
acute infections related to the HIV disease. The model again suggested different cut
offs for the TLC for each stage (Table 2.14). 

The tables showing the relations between the different TLC values (cut-offs) and the 
CD4 count < 200 or> 200 are given in Appendix A. 
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Table 2.12 Sensitivitv, specificity, 1msitive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value 

(NPV) of estimated TLC values for detecting CD4 counts < 200 or > 200 in each HIV stage· 

Stage TLC Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV False negative False positive 
value (%) (%) (%) (%) rate(%) rate(%) 

I 1159 42.03 92.07 43.28 91.68 57.97 7.93 
30.24,54.52 89.65,94.49 31.22,55.96 89.21,94.15 45.48,69.76 5.51,10.35 

II 1240 48.23 88.89 50.62 87.61 5 l.76 11.40 
37.26,59.34 85.60,92.18 39.27,61.92 84. 18, 91. 0-1 40.66,62. 74 8.08,14. 72 

III 1615 78.75 68.36 71.28 76.34 21.25 31.64 
74. 48,83.02 63.52, 73.20 66. 79, 7 5. 77 71.66,81.01 16.98,25.52 26.80,36.48 

IV 2281 95.82 34.67 84.88 68.42 4.18 65.33 
93.50,98.14 24.04,46.54 80.98,88.78 53.64,83.20 1.86,6.50 54.56,76.10 

* 95 % confidence intervals are shown in italics. 

Table 2.13 Sensitivitv, specificity, 1>ositive predictive value (PPV) and negative 1>redictive value 

(NPV) of a fixed TLC value of 1250 for detecting CD4 counts < 200 or >200 in each HIV stage· 

Stage TLC Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV False negative False positive 
value (%) (%) (%) (%) rate(%) rate(%) 

I 1250 50.72 89.77 41.67 92.67 49.28 10.23 
38.41,62.98 8 7. 06, 9 2.48 31.00,52. 94 90.30,95. 0-1 37.02,61.59 7.52,12.94 

II 1250 50.59 88.03 50.59 88.03 49.41 11.97 
39.52,61.61 84.63,91.43 39.52,61.61 84.63,91.43 38.39,60.48 8.57,15.37 

III 1250 63.17 85.88 81.68 70.05 36.83 14.12 
58.14,68.20 82. 25,89.51 77. 09,86. 27 65.74,74.36 31.80,41.86 10.49,17.75 

IV 1250 72.47 82.67 94.12 43.97 27.53 17.33 
67.30,77.64 72.19, 90. 43 91.02,97.22 35. 78,52.16 22.36,32. 70 8. 76.25.90 

* 95 % confidence intervals are shown in italics. 
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Table 2.14 Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPVl and negative predictive value 
(NPVl of estimated·TLC values for detecting CD4 counts< 50or > 50 in HIV stage ill and 1v· 

Stage TLC Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV False negative False positive 
value (%) (%) (%) (%) rate(%) rate(%) 

'III 467 29.81 98.18 73.81 89.02 70.19 L82 
21.02,38.60 97.11,99.25 . 57.96,86.14 86.64,91.40 61.40,78.98 0.08,2.89 

N 659 63.27 87.91 78.15 77.78 36.73 12.09 
55.48,71.06 83.55,92.27 70. 73,85.57 72.55,83.01 28.94,44.52 7.73,16.45 

* 9 5 % confidence intervals are shown in italics. 

We assume the proportion, p, is normally distributed , and then its 95 % confidence 
interval is given by: 

where: 

p±I.96/¥ 

p =Sensitivity or Specificity or PPV or NPVor False negative or False positive rate 

q=l p 
n sample size 

rt was further assumed that the TLC determinations were independent of each other, 
that is, the .fact that the determinations were repeated measures on the same patient 
was ignored. · 
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CHAPTER3 

The relationship between the CD4 count and Viral load in 
HIV infected individuals 

3.1 Introduction 

Until recently, the CD4 count has been used as an important marker of disease 
progression in HIV-infected individuals. However, despite being a good prognostic 
marker in advanced HIV disease, it is of little value in early asymptomatic stages 
(Mellors, 1998 and Mellors et al., 1996,). Hoover at al., (1995) has asserted that some 
individuals develop AIDS at higher CD4 count cells than might be expected, while 
some individuals remain free of AIDS despite having low CD4 count. These two 
studies indicate that the CD4 cell count is not a perfect marker of HIV disease 
_progress10n. 

The ability to quantify viral load (the amount of virus in blood) has revolutionized the 
monitoring of HIV disease progression in patients. HIV-infected individuals 
experience a continual loss of CD4 cells throughout infection with a lower CD4 count 
indicating more severe immune deficiency and a higher risk of developing AIDS. On 
the other hand, HIV-infected individuals experience a gradual rise in viral load 
throughout the HIV infection period with higher values at much more advanced stages 
of the disease (Pantaleo et al., 1995). Wei at al., (1995) contends that viraemia in HIV 
infection is sustained by rapid, high-level viral replication, requiring continuous 
reinfection and destruction of CD4 counts. 

The relationship between the CD4 cell count and viral load has been considered by 
several authors (Mellors, 1998; Mellors et al., 1996; Saksela et al., 1995; Soriano et 
al., 1998); Although higher levels of viral load have been associated with a fall in 
CD4 cells, the relationship between these variables is still not well known. Because 
general use of viral load in clinical practice has only been recent, there are a few 
longitudinal studies that have considered the relationship between these two markers. 

This study examined the relationship between the CD4 count and viral load in a 
repeated measures setting for an African population. The relationship between these 
two variables in an African population has not been studied in the literature. 

3.2 Objectives 

The goals in this analysis were to: 

i) investigate the relationship between the CD4 count and viral load in a single 
sample from an African population. 

ii) examine the relationship between the CD4 count and viral load when both 
markers consist of repeated measurements. 

iii) estimate the variation in the CD4 count that is due to the patient (biological 
variation) and that, which is due to random error. 
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3.3 Methodology 

The data used for this analysis was for HIV patients enrolled in two clinical studies at 
Somerset Hospital HIV Clinic, in Cape Town. The two data sets from these studies 
were used, seperately, to investigate the relationship between the CD4 count and viral 
load. The first data set consisted of single measurements of CD4 counts and viral load 
on 123 patients. The second data set consisted of repeated measurements of CD4 
counts and viral load on 116 patients enrolled in a clinical trial. 

For the single measurements of CD4 counts and viral load measurements, we used 
simple linear regression to perform the analysis while for the repeated measurements 
of the these two markers we employed the random effects model discussed earlier in 
.Section 2.3 in Chapter 2 of this study. Both analyses were done using the GENSTAT 
package. 

3.4 Results 

3.4.1 The association between single measurements of CD4 and 
Viral load 

3 .4.1.1 Data description 

Initial examination of the relationship between CD4 cell counts and viral load was 
conducted using single measurements of CD4 count and viral load of 123 HIV 
patients. Patients were not taking antiretroviral drugs, nor had received immunizations 
nor were suffering any opportunistic or non-opportunistic infections at the time of the 
study. Selected patients had CD4 counts above 200. For some patients either CD4 cell 
count or the viral load or both were not measured, we excluded these patients ( 62) 
from the analysis. The analysis was then based on data for 61 patients. 

Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 show the summary statistics of the CD4 counts and viral load; 
both their untransformed measurements and their natural logarithmic transformations. 
Viral load measurements were found to be more variable than the CD4 cell counts, 
with a coefficient of variation of 1.11 compared to 0.30 for the CD4 counts. 

Figure 3 .1 and Figure 3 .2 show the histograms of the untransformed CD4 counts and 
log CD4 counts, respectively. The distribution of the untransformed CD4 counts was 
somewhat less skewed than that of the log-transformed CD4 counts. Figure 3.3 and 
Figure 3.4 show the histograms of the untransformed viral load and log-transformed 
viral load, respectively. The distribution of the log viral load appeared skewed than 
that of the untransformed viral load. The distribution of the log CD4 counts and log 
viral load provides a simple description of the patients within the different stages of 
the HIV disease. For example patients in the right tail of the distribution log CD4 
counts represent healthier patients and those in the left tail of· the distribution 
represent sicker patients and are thus likely to be at advanced stages of the HIV 
disease. The data we used in this analysis did not contain information on HIV stage of 
the patients. 
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Table 3.1 Sum man: Statistics of CD4 cell counts for 61 HIV uatients 

Variable N Mean Min. Max. Med: Std. dev. Coeff of var. 
CD4 61 356.0 202.0 634.0 356.0 106.40 0.30 
Lo CD4 61 5.8 5.3 6.5 5.8 0.30 0.05 

Table 3.2 Summary Statistics. of Viral load for 61 HIV patients 

Variable N Mean Min. Max. Med. Std. Dev. Coeff of 
var. 

Viral .load OOO's) 61 103.3 0.98 480.0 62.7 114.70 1. 1 1 
Lo Viral load 61 10.8 6.90 13 .1 1 I. I 1.50 0.14 
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Figure 3.5. Scatterplot of C04 count against Viral load (OOO's) 
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3.4.1.2 Model Specification 

Since the range of the viral load values were large, so we fitted a linear regression 
model to log-transformed CD4 counts with log-transformed viral load as the only 
explanatory variable. 

The linear regression model was parameterised as follows: 

Let Y; be the CD4 cell count for patient i 

x; be the viral load measurement for patient i 

Then the linear model for the itJ' patient is given by: 

logy; =µ+,Blogx, +e; i=l, ... ,61 

whereµ is the constant term, f3 is the regression coefficient for the natural logarithm 

of viral load and e is the random error. 
I 

The model makes three basic assumptions: 

i) e; is a random variable with mean zero and unknown variance a; 1.e. 

E(e;) = 0 and Var(e;) =a; 

ii) e; and e, are uncorrelated , i -::f:. j , so that cov( e;. e j) = 0 

iii) N(O 
0

) e; - ,a; 

Then estimates of the regression parameters are obtained by ordinary least squares. 

3.4.1.3 Model Selection 

The regression results are given below (Table 3 .3 and Table 3 .4). Figure 3. 7 plots the 
observed CD4 counts and fitted values on the log-scale against the log-transformed 
viral load. . 

The correlation between the log-transformed CD4 counts and log-transformed viral 
load was found to be -0.54 and was statistically significant. This implies that viral 
load explained 29 percent of the variability in CD4 counts. This estimate of the 
correlation coefficient was consistent with results from previous studies of the 
relationship between CD4 counts and viral load .. Soriano et al., ( 1998) reported a 
correlation -coefficient of -0.61 between the CD4 count and viral load. Mellors et al., 
( 1996) found a weak association between the CD4 count and viral load with a 
Spearman' s rank correlation of -0.27. 
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The negative regression coefficient estimate for log-transformed viral load confirmed 
that there was a negative relationship between CD4 and viral load i.e. a decrease in 
the log (CD4) measurement was associated with ari increase in the log-transformed 
virai load. The regression coefficient was found to be statistically significant (Table 
3.4). According to this model, the relationship between the variables could be 
summarized as (on the log-scale) 

log yi = 6.979-0.106 x log xi , 

" or equivalently (on the original scale of the data) as 

Y; =exp(6.979-0.106xi) 

Table 3.3 Analysis of variance table for the CD4 count data from the 
final model 

Source d.f. Sum of squares Mean square Variance ratio 
Log Viral load I 1.421 1.421 24.490 
Residual 59 3.424 0.058 
Total 60 4.845 0.081 

* d.f refers to degrees of freedom 

Table.3.4 Estimates of regression parameters and their standard errors of 
the final model for the CD4 count data 

Variable Parameter Estimate Standard error t-statistic d.f° 
Constant 6.979 0.233 29.90 59 
Log Viral load -0.106 0.021 -4.95 59 

* d.f refers to degrees of freedom 
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3 .4. 1.4 Model Checking 

Figure 3 .8 shows a composite plot of the residuals from the fitted model. The 
observations ofpatient 3 was found to have a relatively large log CD4 residual of 2.39 
(Figure 3. 9), with a corresponding CD4 count of 520 cells and a viral load of 1943 59. 

An index plot of the leverage values from the model is given in Figure 3.10. The plot 
shows that the viral load for patient number 3 was not a:t all extreme, relative to those 
of other patients, but they are for patient number 13, 36, 46 and 51. In other words 
these patients had large leverage values; their viral load measurements were less than 
3000. Although these observations were not outliers, they had high leverage values 
and so they may have been influential. On th~ other hand, although the observation of 
patient number 3 was an outlier it was not potentially influential. 

Figure 3.11 shows the influence of the each observation on the parameters of the 
fitted model. Observations of patients 1, 41 and 51 were found to be influential. When 

' ' 

these observations were excluded from the analysis, the regression coefficient 
estimates were changed but their standard errors were not changed (Table 3 6). The 
log viral load explained 40.8 percent of the variability in the log CD4; this implied a 
correlation . coefficient instead of .the -0.64. In contrast when the influential 
observations were included in the analysis, the log viral load only explained 29.2 
percent of the variability in the log CD4 count. 

The preceding analysis revealed that CD4 count was inversely related to viral load 
and that viral load could only expla·in 41 % of the variability in CD4 count. This 
finding indicated that the relationship was not strong enough to allow for satisfactory 
prediction of CD4 from viral load. However, the linear regression model fitted 
provided a simple description of the relationship between CD4, count and viral load. 
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We noted that our results were more in agreement with findings by Soriano et al., 
(1998). They found that in a simple regression model, viral load explained 37% of the 
variability in the 'CD4 count. In contrast Mellors et al., (1996) found a weak 
assoCiation . between v_iral load and CD4 count with a Spearman' s correlation 
coefficient ( r) of -0.27. Different methodology for calculating the correlation 
coefficient employed in our analysis and that used by Mellors et al., (1996) may have 
resulted in different estimates of the correlation coefficient. Furthermore, the range of 
CD4 counts involved in our analysis was much lower, being 202-634 compared to 
400-800 in Mellors's et al., (1996) study. It must be noted that our analysis did not 
take into account the censoring caused by the selection criterion of CD4 counts above 
200. 

Table 3.5 Analysis of variance table for the CD4 count data from the final 
model with influential observations excluded · 

Source . d.f.· Sum of squares Mean SQl!are Variance ratio 
Log Viral load 1 1.917 1.917 40.32 
Residual 56 2.663 0.048 
Total 57 4.580 0.080 

Table 3.6 Estimates of regression parameters and their standard errors 
from the final modelwith influential observations excluded 

Variable Parameter Estimate Standard error t-statistic d.C 
Constant 7.236 0.224 32.24 56 
Log Viral load -0.131 0.021 -6.35 56 

* d.f. refers to degrees of freedom 

Figure 3.8. Composite Plot of Log CD4 residuals 
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Figure 3.9. lhdex Plot of Log C04 residuals 
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3.4.2 The relationship between repeated measurements of CD4 and 
Viral load 

3.4.2.l Description of the data 

It is well known that the CD4 cell count of a HIV-infected individual, at a particular 
time, is subject to biologiCal variation or random error, therefore it (CD4 count) is not 
directly measurable (Hughes et al.; 1994; Taylor et al., 1989 and 1994). This means 
that large changes in a patient's CD4 cell count may not reflect significant changes in 
the underlying immune function. It is therefore necessary to consider variability in the 
CD4 count when monitoring HIV infection. This analysis investigated aspects of 
variability in the CD4 count and examined the association between repeatedly 
measured CD4 counts and viral load. 

The data set used for the analysis consisted of CD4 counts, viral load measurements 
on patients entered into the clinical trial. Eligible patients were not on antiretroviral 
therapy prior to entry to the trial and could be at any stage of the HIV disease. It was 
a requirement that selected patients should be independent to be included in the 
clinical trial, that is they should be managing their lives. In addition selected patients 
·did not have active infections or HIV-related diseases at the time of entry into the 
trial. Lastly, patients had to be sixteen years or older to be included in the clinical 
trial. Treatment commenced on all selected patients at the 12th week of the clinical 
trial. 

The CD4 count and or viral load were not measured at some visits because patients 
missed their scheduled clinic visits. Reasons for missing.clinic visits were mainly of a 
.social nature and were not related to illness or disease. In addition the instrument for 
measuring the viral load did not measure under 400 HIV-RNA copies and thus made a 
further contribution to the missing viral load ·values in the dataset. We considered only 
patients with complete records (56 patients); this criterion of selection of patients 
resulted in a balanced structure of the data, which we then used in the analysis. The 
data set then consisted of measurements taken at five equally spaced intervals (an 
interval being 12 weeks) for 56 HIV patients. 

Table 3.7 and Table 3.9 show the summary statistics of the CD4 counts and viral load, 
respectively, by week of measurement. CD4 counts ranged from 10 to 993 cells, while 
viral load ranged from 310 to 9740000. Summary statistics of the log CD4 counts and 
log viral load, by week of measurement, are given in Table 3.8 and Table 3.10, 
respectively. Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13 show the histograms of log CD4 count and 
log viral load, respectively, by week. The distribution of the log-transformed viral 
load appeared less skewed than that of the log-transformed CD4 counts. 

Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15 show the Box -Whisker plots oflog CD4 count and log
viral load, respectively. The CD4 counts appeared to be stable throughout the clinical 
trial but viral load seemed to increase steadily over time after the first twelve weeks. 
However, not all patients followed this general pattern. Figure 3.16 and 3.17 present 
profiles of log-transformed CD4 counts and viral load for 5 selected patients, 
respectively. The pattern of both CD4 and viral load over the study period seemed 
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very erratic. It must noted that our analysis did not take into account the censoring 
caused by the quantification limit of 400 HIV-RNA copies (viral load). 

Table 3. 7 Summary Statistics of CD4 count by week 

Week No. of patients No. of obs. Mean Min. Max. Std. Dev. Med. Coeff. ofvar. 
12 56 224 274.1 40 711 145.9 251 0.53 

24 56 224 252.l 12 537 136.1 253. 0.54 
36 56 224 235.3 19 532 132.8 232 0.56 
48 56 224 225.3 12 993 164.2 208 0.73 

Total 56 224 235.8 10 993 147.4 228 0.63 

Table 3.8 Summary Statistics of log CD4 count by week 

Week No. of patients No of obs. Mean Min. Max. Std. Dev. Med. Coeff. of var. 

12 56 224 5.45 3.69 6.57 0.62 5.52 0.11 
24 56 224 5.30 2.48 6.29 0.81 5.53 0.15 

36 56 224 5.24 2.94 6.28 0~45 0.15 

48 56 224 5.11 2.48 6.90 0.90 5.34 0.18 

Total 56 224 5.28 2.48 6.90 0.79 5.47 0.15 

Table 3.9 Summary Statistics of Viral load (OOO's) by week 

Week No. of patients No ofobs. Mean Min. Max. Std. Dev. Med. Coeff. Ofvar. 

12 56 224 149.9 0.31 1800 378.0 13 2.52 

24 56 224 228.1 0.99 4160 . 75.2 20 0.33 

36 56 224 401.3 l.:iJ 9740 1415.2 28 3.53 

48 56 224 259.1 0.57 4230 783.8 33 3.03 

Total 56 224 368.7 0.31 9740 216.7 42 0.59 

Table 3.10 Summary Statistics of log Viral load by week 

Week No. of patients No of obs. Mean Min. Max. Std. Dev. Med. Coeff. Of var. 
12 56 224 9.68 5.74 14.40 2.20 9.45 0.23 

24 56 224 10.17 6.90 15 ..... 2.02 9.92 0.20 

36 56 224 10.62 7.33 16.09 1.94 10.25 0.18 

48 56 224 10.38 6.35 15.25 2.03 10.39 0.20 

Total 56 224 10.21 5.74 16.09 2.06 10.13 0.20 
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Figure 3.13. Histogram of Log Viral load by Week 
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Figure 3. 14. Box & Whisker Plot of Log C04 count by Week 
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Figure 3. 15. Box & Whisker Plot of Log Viral load by Week 
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Figure 3.16. Profiles of Log C04 counts for five selected patients 
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Figure 3.17. Profiles of Log Viral load for five selected patients 
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Table 3 .11 presents the estimated correlation coefficients between the CD4 counts for 
the 56 patients by week; while Table 3.12 shows the correlations. between viral load 
measurements by week. Both successive CD4 counts and viral load measurements 
were highly correlated. The correlations between successive CD4 counts were 
consistent with correlation estimates obtained in previous studies. Taylor et al., (1989) 
reported a correlation of 0.64 between successive CD4 counts. The reason for the high 
correlations between the CD4 counts and the viral load measurements is unclear given 
the times between measurements (approximately 3 months for the data we have used 
in this analysis). 

Correlation coefficients between the CD4 counts and viral load measurements for 
different patients for a given combination of weeks are presented in Table 3.13. The 
correlations point towards a weak negative relationship between the CD4 count and 
viral load; the correlations range between -0.33 to -0.40 (-0.27 to -0.57, on the log
scale) ifthe d"iagonal elements of the correlation matrices (Table 3.13 and Table 3.14) 
are inspected. However, this observation was consistent with our findings presented in 
Section 3.4.1 ofthis Chapter. The correlations indicate that the relationship between 
the CD4 count and viral load depends on time. Therefore the modelling of the CD4 
count as a function of viral load would need to take account of this time dependence. 

A scatter plot of the log-transformed data suggested a negative relationship between 
log CD4 count and log viral load (Figure 3.18) and that this relationship may be 
different for the different weeks of clinical examination (Figure 3 .19). The log
transformed measurements appeared to be more variable in the 48lh week of 
measurement than in earlier weeks of measurement. 
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Table 3.11 Correlations between CD4 counts for 56 HIV patients 

Week 12 Week 24 Week 36 Week 48 
Week 12 l.00 0.74 0.81 0.61 
Week 24 0.74 LOO 0.83 0.59 
Week 36 0.81 0.83 1.00 0.67 
Week 48 0.6 l 0.59 0.67 l.00 

Table 3.12 Correlations between Viral load measurements for 56 HIV patients 

Week 12 Week 24 Week 36 Week 48 
Week 12 1.00 0.84 0.82 0.46 
Week 24 0.84 1.00 0.81 0.42 
Week 36 0.82 0.81 l.00 0.28 
Week 48 0.46 0.42 0.28 1.00 

Table 3.13 Correlations between CD4 counts and Viral load by week for 
56 HIV patients 

Viral load 
CD4 count Week 12 Week 24 Week 36 Week 48 
Week 12 -0.33 -0.3 l -0.29 -0.16 
Week 24 -0.41 -0.40 -0.35 -0.18 
Week 36 -0.41 -0.39 -0.33 -0.22 
Week 48 -0.28 -0.23 . -0.18 -0.30 

Table 3.14 Correlations between log CD4 count and log Viral load by week 
for 56 HIV patients 

Lo2 Viral load 
Log CD4 Week 12 Week 24 Week 36 Week 48 
Week 12 -0.27 -0.44 -0.36 -0.25 
Week24 -0.35 -0.57 -0.53 -0.29 
Week 36 -0.43 -0.58 -0.52 -0.33 
Week 48 -0.39 -0.54 -0.49 -0.42 
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Figure 3. 18. Scatterplot og Log Cd4 count against Log Viral load 
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Figure 3.19. Scatterplot of Log CD4 count against Log Viral load 
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3.4.2.2 Model Specification 

A standard approach to modelling longitudinal data of this nature is to fit a random 
effects model, in which repeated ob'servations . for a subject are assumed to be 
correlated but observations from different patients are independent (Laird and Ware, 
1982; Taylor et al., 1994). The random effects model estimates the relationship 
between the response and some independent variable taking into account the 
dependence among repeated observations. for a subject. The model also allows the 
partitioning of the variability of the response into two components; within and 
between subject variability. The model also allows us to estimate the correlation of 
two responses from the same patient, referred to as the within patient correlation. 

In this situation, the random effects model that describes the relationship between 
CD4 count and viral load could be summarised as follows: 

Let yii be the CD4 cell count at week j for patient i 

xii be the viral load measurement at week j for patient i . 

The mixed model for the i 1
h patient is given by: 

l /3 l week patient ~ · I 5 6 d · l 4 ogy,1 = µ + i ogx;1 +ai +u; +eif, tor / = ,. .. , an J = ,. .. , 

where the fixed terms in the model are: 

µ is the constant term, 

f3 i is the effect of the interaction between log viral load and week, for · 

j = 1, .. .,4 with /31 = 0 

a i is effect for week j, for j = 1,. .. ,4 with a 1 = 0 

the random terms are: 

u; is the random effect for patient i, for i = 1, .. .,56 

and e . is the random error. 
I) 

u; is assumed to be normally distributed with mean zero and variance a-:, and eiJ is 

also normally distributed with mean zero and variance er.~. It is further assumed that 

CD4 measurements taken on the same patient are correlated, but that CD4 cell counts 
from different patients are independent. 

The variance of the CD4 count measured on patient i at week) is given by 

( 
2 2 vary .. )= O' +O' I) e U 1 
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Since CD4 counts from the same patient are correlated; we have 

cov(y;, ,y. ) = o-; for i-::/= { 
. I J 

In order to account for the correlation in CD4 counts from the same patient, we 
assume a common covariance structure on the residuals, e;, for each patient and insist 
on independence between patients. This assumption can be written formally as 

where C is the common covariance structure of the residuals in a patient. This type of 
covariance structure assumes that each observation (CD4 count) on a patient has the 
same correlation with each other observation measured on the same patient. 

An alternative correlation structure, for the residuals, considered was a first-order 
autoregressive process structure. This model estimates the correlation, p, between 
two observations which are adjacent in time. This way of modelling the covariance 
structure meant that observations on the same patient that were further apart in time 
had smaller correlation. 

3.4.2.3 Model Selection 

The relationship between CD4 count and viral load was assumed to depend on time. 
The model selection process entailed fitting random effects models sequentially 
(Table 3.15 and 3.16). We examined the significance of the main effects (log viral 
load and week) by fitting a random effects model to the CD4 count data with patients 
as random effects and denoted this model as Model A. The Wald statistics for the 
fixed effects from this model are shown in Table 3.15; both terms were found to be 
statistically significant. In model B, we assessed the significance of an interaction 
between log viral load and week. The Wald test indicated that the interaction term 
was statistically significant and so it was retained in the model. This meant that the 
relationship between CD4 count and viral load depended on week of measurement i.e. 
CD4 count decline occurred with different slopes in patients with different values of 
viral load and also each measurement time (week) had its own intercept and slope. 
Figure 3 .20 clearly depicts this finding. 

In Model C (Table 3 .16), we modelled the correlation in the observations as an 
autoregressive process of order 2. This assumption seemed reasonable given the high 
correlations between successive CD4 measurements (Table 3.11). The autoregressive 
process of order 2 term was found not to be statistically significant and so the model 
was refitted as an autoregressive process of order 1 (Model D). The correlation ( p) 
between two observations in a patient, adjacent in time, was estimated to be 0.272. 
This model was the final model fitted to the CD4 count data. It included log viral, 
week and their interaction and patients were treated as random effects. We based all 
our inferences on this model. 
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The within patient correlation in the CD4 counts, was found to be 0.69 (Table 3.17). 
This finding was surprising given the wide intervals between CD4 count 
measurements. The variance ratio, the variation due to patient as a fraction of random 
error, was estimated to be 2.183; i.e. patient variation in the CD4 count was 2.183 
times the variation due to random error. 

Table 3.18 presents correlation coefficients from the fitted model by week. At week 
12 the relationship between CD4 count and viral load was weak . .The relationship 
seemed to improve with time (week) and it was strongest at week 24, with correlation 
coefficient of 0.463; this implies that viral load could only explain 21 percent of the 
variation in CD4 counts at week 24. 
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, Table 3.15. Regression results of models fitted to the CD4 count data during the 
model selection process 

Model A ModelB · 
Fixed term Wald statistic d.f. Fixed.term Wald statistic d.f .•. 
Log Viral load I 7,1 1 Log Viral load 17,6 1 
Week 15,9 3 Week· 17J 3 

Log Viral load 15,8 3 
x Week 

R•ndom •:~adme <Omp ... nt Std. error Random term Variance component s.td. error 
Patients 0.390 0.082 Patients 0.386 0,080 
Random error 0.146 0.016 Random error 0.136 0.015 

Table 3.16 Autoregressive models fitted models fitted to the CD4 count data 
during the model selection process 

Model C Model D 
Fixed term Wald statistic d.f. Fixed term Wald statistic d.f. 
Log Viral load 16.0 1 Log Viral load 15.9 I 
Week 13.2 3 Week 14.5 3 
Log Viral load 12.5 3 Log Viral load 13.0 3 
x Week x Week 
Random term Variance component Std. error Random term Variance component Std. error 
Patients ·0.280 0.174 Patients 0.358 0.084 
Patient x Week 0.242 0.159 Patient x Week '0.164 0.030 
Autoreg. term Autoreg. Term 
AR(l) 0.403 0.191 AR(l) 0.272 0.140 
AR(2) 0.210 0.182 

Table 3.17 Estimates of regression parameters and their standard errors of the 
final model for the CD4 count data 

~· . Parameter estimate Std. error Z-value 
Constant 5.483 0.300 18.277 
Log Viral load -0.003 0.029 0.103 
Week 12 0.000 
Week24 0.783 0.372 2.104 
Week36 , 0.645 0.372' 1.734 
Week48 0.934 0.372 2.511 
Log Viral loadx Week 12 0.000 

Log Viral load x Week 24 -0.092 0.035 -2.629 
Log Viral load x Week 36 -0.081 0.036 -2.250 
Log Viral load x Week 48 -0.122 0.035 -3.486 
Random term Variance Component Std Error 
Patients 0.358 0.084 
Random error 0.164 0.030 
Variance Ratio 2.183 
Within Patient Correlation 0.686 
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Table 3.18 Correlation between log{Cn4l and log(viral load) by Week 

Week Correlation coefficient ( r) Coefficient of determination ( R 2 
) 

12 "'0.077 0.005 
24 -0.463 0.214 
36 -0.417 0.174 
48 -0.401 0.161 

All weeks -0.418 0.175 

Given a patient's viral load and week of measurement, the equations for estimating 
the CD4 count at each of the weeks, from the fitted model, were given by: 

Let y 
11 

be the CD4 cell count at week j for patient i 

Xii be the viral ~oad measurement at week j for patient i. 

Week 12: logy if = 5.483 0.003 x logx1,. 

"'Week 24: logy1i = 6.266-0.095 x logxiJ 

Week36: logy if = 6.128-0.084x logxif 

Week 48: logyi1 6.417-0.126 x logxiJ 

Since the fitted. CD4 values were on the log-scale, to make them comparable to the 
observed CD4 counts they 'were back-transformed· by taking exponents resulting in 
the following set of equations: 

Week 12: y1i = exp(5.483- 0.003 x log xv.) 

Week24: Yv =exp(6.266-0.095x1ogx1i) 

Week36: yiJ = exp(6.128-0.084x logxiJ) 

Week48: Yv· = exp(6.411-0.126x logxil.) 
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Figure 3.20. Scatterplot of Log C04 count and Fitted value against 

Log Viral load bY Week 
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3.4.2.4. Model checking 

A plot of residuals against fitted values, by week of measurement, from the final 
model is shown in Figure 3.21. Figure 3.22 shows a plot of the residuals against week 
of measurement. Only two observations; observations of patients 17 and 23 had 
extreme residuals, their residuals being -2.35 and 1.97, respectively. The residuals did 
not appear to increase with time on study of patient. This finding gave an indication 
that the autoregressive process of order I correlation structure fitted to the data was 
adequate. Although the residuals were quite small in magnitude, the normal 
probability plots indicated substantial departure from normality for observations taken 
at week 24 and 36 (Figure 3 .23). 

Figure 3. 21. Scatterplot of Log C04 residual against Fitted values 

by Week 
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Figure 3.22. Plot of Log C[).I residuals by Week 
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Figure 3.23. Normal Probability Pict of Log CD4 residual 

by Week 
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3.5 Discussion 

The preceding analysis indicated that there was a weak relationship between the log 
CD4 count and log viral load. The analysis also revealed that there was considerable 
patient variation in the CD4 count, patient variation was 2. 183 times the random 
variation in the CD4 counts. 

The data used in this analysis came from patients in a clinical trial, and so these 
patients are not a random sample of HIV-infected subjects; nonetheless, the results 
were consistent with those reported in other studies of the relationship between the 
CD4 count and viral load. Previous studies of the relationship between these two 
markers have been conducted using data on HIV infected individuals from developed 
countries. In this study, we used measurements taken on African HIV infected 
individuals. Therefore the results showed that the relationship between the CD4 count 
and viral load is the same in both the HIV population from developed countries and 
those from Africa. 

A limitation of the analysis was that other factors not considered in the model could 
affect relationship between the CD4 count and viral load. Among them the length of 
HIV infection, patient's age and HIV stage. In particular, the relationship between the 
two markers might not be the same at all stages of the HIV disease; it is not known 
whether the relationship increases or decreases with disease progression. 
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CHAPTER4 

Some other approaches to modelling the CD4 count 

4.1. Introduction 

In the preceding analyses (Chapter 2 and Chapter3) it was assumed that /ogarithm of 
the CD4 count was nonnally distributed. The linear mixed models fitted further 
assumed that the random (patient) effects were also normally distri~uted. Other 
authors have considered models for both the natural logarithm and !square root 
transformation of the CD4 count (Faucet and Thomas, 1996; Lange et at 1992; and 
Self and Pawitan, 1992). In these studies both the square root of the CD4 ~nd log CD4 
were assumed to be nonnally distributed. 

In this chapter we briefly explore some other approaches to the analysis of markers of 
HIV disease progression, the CD4 count in particular. We assume the CD4 counts are 
Poisson distributed and apply appropriate statistical methods for analysing 
longitudinal data when the response is non-normal. The methods we employ also 
allow for some flexibility in the distributional assumptions about the random effects, 
that is, the random effects are no longer restricted to be normal. 

Generalized linear models (GLMs) (McCullagh and Nelder; 1989; ~elder and 
Wedderburn, 1972; Wedderburn, 1974) are standard statistical methods for modelling 
discrete and continuous response variables that can be assumed to be ind~pendent. In 
these models all the explanatory variables are assumed to be fixed and the 
observations come from a distribution in the exponential family. Howe~er, in some 
circumstances, it is useful to assume that some of the explanatory variables are 
randomly distributed. If the random explanatory variables are assumed to pe normally 
distributed, the resultant models are called generalized linear mi~ed models 
(GUv1Ms). 

Many researchers have investigated the extension of random effects! to GLMs. 
Williams (1982) considered the beta-binomial random effects GLM. Pois:son-gamma 
models were first studied by Breslow (1984). Stiratelli, Laird and Ware :(1984) and 
Anderson and Aitkin (1985) considered multiple logistic regression ~odels with\ 
normally distributed random effects using expectation maximization: (EM) and 

I 

Newton-Raphson algorithms, respectively. Harville and Mee (1984) investigated 
random effects models for ordered categorical data. For Poisson distributed data, 
Breslow ( 1984), Crowder (1985) and Tsutakawa (1985) have investigated log-linear 
models with random effects. Zeger and Karim (1991) considered the GGMM in the 
Bayesian framewor:k. They estimated the parameters of a GLMM using a Monte 
Carlo method, the Gibbs sampler (Gelfand and Smith, 1990; Geman a:nd Geman, 
1984). 

An approach to the analysis of correlated responses was given by Liang and Zeger 
(1986) and was further discussed by Zeger et al., (1988) and Liang et tzf., (1992). 
They adopted a quasi-likelihood approach (McCullagh and . Nelder, . 1989; 
Wedderb~~n, 1974) and r:nodel_led the marginal expe~tation of the re.sp?nsei'.ather than 
the cond1t1onal expectation given the random (sub1ect) effect. Within tl11s class of 
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models, Zeger et al., ( 1988) distinguished between subject-specific and population
averaged models. In the population-averaged model, the regression ~oefficient is 
interpreted as the change in the 'population-averaged' response rather than the change 
in a subject's expected response with the covariates. On the other hand ifl the subject
specific model, the regression coefficient describes how a subject's response depends 
on the covariates. I 

I 
Lee and Nelder, ( 1996) consider GLMMs where the distribution of the ra!ndom effects 
is not restricted to be normal. These models are called hierarchical gene~alized linear 
models (HGLMs) and include GLMMs. George et al., (1993) consideted Bayesian 
hierarchical models with conjugate prior distributions. ! 

HGLMs provide a more flexible approach to parametric modelling of the distribution 
of independent and identically distributed random effects. The distribution of the 
random effects are assumed to come from an arbitrary distribution, conjugate to that 
of the response, y. They (HGLMs) also provide a natural framework for model 
diagnostics, through the checking of assumptions about the distribution of y given the 
random effect and that of the random effects. 

4.2 Methodology 

In this study we focus on HGLMs since they generalize the linear mixed models we 
considered in Chapter 2 and 3; and they (HGLMs) can be considered to be 
generalizations of GLMMs. The following is a brief description of the general form of 
a HGLM we employ in the analysis. 

Let y be the outcome variable of scientific interest, and /1 be the random component. 

Conditional on random effect u, we have a GLM (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989) 
where y follows an exponential family distribution such that 

(a) The conditional likelihood of y given u has the form 

l(B",¢;y/11) ={ye· -b(fl)/a(¢)+c(y,¢) 

where e· refers to the unknown parameters relating to the mean of the 
distribution of y given u . ¢ is the dispersion parameter and is associated with the 
variance of the distribution of y given u. 

Let ECvlu) = µ·; then µ'is related to the linear predictor by the link function 

g such that T/. = g(µ°) and we have 

g(µ') = T/. = X{J + v 

where v is some function u . 

(b) u has a distribution, which is not restricted to be normal. 
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Different assumptions about the distribution of y given u and that of v, the random 
component, lead to different forms of the HGLM. Some of the possible models are 

given below. In these models the linear predictor is given by 77' = X/J + v. 

i) Normal-Normal HGLM: In this model both the conditional distribution 
of y given u and the distribution of u are assumed to be normal with the 

identity link function. The random error has a mean of zero and variance a; 
while the random effect, u;, has a mean of zero and variance a,;. The 

dispersion parameter, rjJ, is equal to the residual variance (random error), a; . 
ii) Poisson-Normal HGLM: In this model, it is assumed that y given u is 

distributed Poisson with mean E(ylu) = µu and in the linear predictor, 77', 
v = logu, It is further assumed that v is distributed normally and so the 
distribution of u is log-normal. The dispersion parameter is equal to 1. When 
overdispersion is present, the conditional distribution of y given u is assumed 

to be overdispersed Poisson such that E(ylu) = µu and Var( ylu) = rjJµu . This 
model is a GLMM and could be called the Poisson-log-normal HGLM (Lee 
and Nelder, 1996). 

iii) Poisson-Gamma HGLM: This model assumes that the distribution of 
y given u is Poisson and that of u is Gamlha. In the linear predictor, 77, 
v = log u and so v is distributed as the log-gamma. The random effect u is 
distributed gamma with mean 1 and shape parameter a . Again, the dispersion 

parameter is 1. When overdispersion is present Var( ylu) = rjJµu . 

Patterson and Thompson introduced the restricted likelihood for estimation of the 
dispersion parameters for normal-normal models Several authors have developed 
methods for estimating the parameters of GLMMs (Breslow and Clayton, 1993; Engel 
and Keen, l 994;Gilmour et al., l 985;McGilchrist, 1994; Schall, 1991). 

Parameter estimation in HGLMs is achieved through maximizing the hierarchical 
likelihood, log-h-likelihood(Lee and Nelder, 1996), an analogue of Henderson's 
mixed model likelihood equations (Henderson, 197 5). The log- h - likelihood is 
defined as 

h = l(fi ,rjJ;ylv) + l(a; v) 

where l(a; v) is the logarithm of the density function for v with parameter a, and 

l(B',rp;ylv) is the log-likelihood for ylu with unknown parameters a· and rjJ. The 
log- h - likelihood is not a joint likelihood in the orthodox sense because v or u are 
not observed. 

The parameter estimates of a HGLM are then solutions of the equations: 

8h/8/J = 0, 8h/8v = 0 
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An adjusted -profile h- likelihood is used to estimate of the dispersion parameters,¢ 

(=CJ'; for Normal-Normal HGLM). This is an extension of the adjusted profile 

likelihood of Lindsey (1994, page 112). The dispersion parameters may also be 
estimated by an extended quasi -h-likelihood, an analog of Wedderburn's (1974) 
quasi-likelihood equations. In both methods the estimation of the fixed and random 
effects precedes the estimation of the dispersion parameters,¢. 

Having fitted any .statistical· model, it is important to ascertain the validity of its 
underlying assumptions. Model checking in HGLMs is performed by examination 
plots of residuals from the fitted model(s). Distributional assumptions about the 
random component v or 11 can be checked by fitting appropriate distributions or by 
graphical examination of the half-normal plot of deviance residuals from the fitted 
model (Lee and Nelder, 1996). 

4.3 Results 

To fit the above HGLMs, we used two data sets. The first data set consisted of clinical 
records of 376 patients presenting with HIV infection at the Somerset Hospital HIV 
Clinic over the period 1984 to 1997; this is the data set we used in Chapter 2 of this 
study to investigate the relationship the between CD4 count and TLC. An analytical 
challenge presented by this data was that the timing and number of measurements 
taken varied from patient to patient so that the data was unbalanced and unequally 
spaced. Furthermore, the observations came from patients for which there was no 
explicit criteria of selection. 

The second data set consists of CD4 counts and viral load measurements taken on 56 
HIV patients enrolled in a clinical trial at the Somerset Hospital HIV Clinic; this is the 
data set we used in Chapter 3 of this study to examine the relationship between the 
CD4 count and viral load. For this data set the CD4 counts and viral load 
measurements were taken at 12-weekly intervals such that the data was balanced and 
equally spaced. 

We also briefly investigated a Bayesian approach to modelling the relationship 
between the CD4 count and viral load using the data from the clinical trial, involving 
56 patients. 
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4.3.1 The relationship between CD4 counts and total lymphocyte 
counts 

We consider the following hierarchical generalized linear models (HGLMs) for 
relationship between CD4 count and total lymphocyte count (TLC): 

Let y iik be the CD4 cell count at visit j for patient i in HIV stage k 

xiik be the total lymphocyte count at visit j for patient i in HIV stage k 

1.) Model I: Normal-Normal HGLM 

In this model the CD4 count was transformed using the natural logarithm and the log
transformed CD4 count were then assumed to be normally distributed. 

This model had the linear predictor 

I /3(1 ) stage patient 
ogyiik = µ + . ogxiik + ak + ui + eiik , for i = 1, ... ,376, k = 1, ... ,4 and 

j =1, ... ,ni 

The model assumed that ui was to be normally distributed with mean zero and 

var}ance a;, and eiik was also normally distributed with mean zero and variance a; 

and Var(y;)u;) =a,;+ a;. The dispersion parameter, ¢,was given by a; 

This was the final fitted model in Chapter 2 of this study. 

ii) Model II: Poisson Generalized Linear Model 

It was assumed that Ytik ~ Poisson(µiik). The linear predictor was given by 

log µiik = µ + fJ(log xiik) +a /age , for i = 1, ... ,3 76, k = 1, ... ,4 and j = 1, ... , ni 

The model has the properties: E(yiik) = µiik and Var( Yiik) = µiik 

The model did not include a random component. The dispersion parameter,¢, was set 
equal to 1. 

iii) Model III: Poisson-Normal HGLM 

The model assumed Ytiklui ~ Poisson(µiiku;)and logui ~ Normal(O,a;) 

The model has the linear predictor 

1 /3(1 ) stage 1 patient ~ . 1 376 k 1 4 d ogµiik = µ + ogxiik + ak + ogu; , 1or z = , ... , , = , ... , an 

j =1, ... ,n; 
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The dispersion parameter, </J, taken to be 1. 

Model IV: Poisson-Gamma HGLM 

The model assumed y!ik lu; ~ Poisson(µiiku;) with the linear predictor 

I /J(l ) stage 1 patient £ . 1 376 k 1 4· d ogµ!ik = µ + ogxiik + ak + ogu; , or z = , ... , , = , ... , an 

j = 1, ... ,n; 

The model assumed that the random effect, u;, was distributed gamma with mean 1 

and shape parameter, a ( = 1/ O";). The dispersion parameter, </J, was set equal to 1 .. 

In the above models the fixed terms are: 

µ which represents the constant term, 

fJ represents the effect of the logarithm of TLC 

ak represents effect of HIV stage k, for k = 1, ... ,4 with a 1 = 0 

the random terms are: 

u; represent the random effect for patient i, for i = 1, ... ,376 

We also investigated overdispersion by considering the following models: 

iv) Model V: Poisson Generalized Linear Model with overdispersion 

This model was an extension of model II with the properties 

vi) Model VI: Poisson-No.rmal HGLM with overdispersion 

This model was an extension of model III with properties 
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vii) Model VII: Poisson-Gamma HGLM with overdispersion 

This model was an extension of model IV with the properties 

The underlying assumptions in each of the above models (HGLMs) have been 
discussed, in general, in Section 4.2. of this Chapter. Table 4.1. gives a summary of 
the assumptions made in each of these models. 

We used the K-system and HG-system (Nelder, 1993), which are incorporated in 
GENSTAT, to fit the above HGLMs. The procedures used to fit the HGLMs estimate 
the variance components on the log-scale to achieve both faster convergence and non
negative variance estimators (Lee and Nelder, 1996). The delta- method was used to 
obtain appropriate variances for the random components on the scale of the data 

The K-system allows for a variety of model-checking statistics, which could be used 
to assess the adequacy of the fitted HGLMs. These statistics are William's one-step 
cross-validatory residual, one-step approximation to Cook's statistic, Studentized 
deviance residuals, Studentized Pearson's residuals, Atkinson's deletion residuals, 
Atkinson's modified Cook's statistic. In this analysis, we used Studentized deviance 
residuals check for outliers and the Modified Cook's statistics to check for influential 
observations in the parameters of the models fitted. 

The results from fitting the above-specified models are given in Table 4.2. (a) and 
Table 4.2. (b ). Model II was the only model we considered that did not involve a 
random component in the linear predictor; the other models included random effects. 
The regression coefficient estimates from these models were consistent with the 
results from fitting random effects models in Chapter 2 of this study. 

The regression coefficients of models I, III and IV, the models involving random 
components, had larger standard errors compared to the Poisson GLM. This was 
caused by the additional variance due to random effects (Lee and Nelder, 1996). We 
found that model III and model IV gave similar regression coefficients and standard 
errors but had different estimates for the variance due to the random component, the 
variation in the CD4 count due to patients. This finding confirms Lee and Nelder's 
(1996) conclusion that conjugate HGLMs and GLMMs often give similar results. 

If the models, which assumed a Poisson distribution for the fixed effects (models II, 
III and IV), were appropriate we would expect the residual deviance to be 
approximately the same as the residual degrees of freedom. The degree of dispersion 

(deviance/degrees of freedom) was 75.875, 28.146 and 28.257 for models II, III and 
IV, respectively. For instance for the Poisson-Normal model (model III), the 
overdispersion implied that confidence intervals for the regression coefficients would 

be increased by a factor of .J28.146 = 5.305, giving an increase in width of more than 
five times. This indicated overdispersion in CD4 count; thus models V, VI and VII, 
which would take account of the overdispersion, were fitted. We observed that for the 
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models involving a random component in the linear predictor, the variation due to 
patient decreased when overdispersion was explicitly taken into account in the model. 
It was also was noted that standard errors of the regression coefficient estimates of the 
overdispersed Poisson models were increased over those of models without 
overdispersion. 

In the models V, VI and VII, the dispersion parameter,~, was assumed to be a 
constant. We also investigated a structured dispersion on the fixed effect for HIV 
stage; this implied the dispersion depended on HIV stage. The decision whether to use 
a structured dispersion on HIV stage or a constant dispersion seemed to matter little in 
the results. In general, the structured dispersion would be more appropriate if the 
mechanism that causes the overdispersion were known exactly (McCullagh and 
Nelder, 1989, page 199). 

For comparative purposes the normal probability plots of deviance residuals for each 
of the models are shown in Figure 4.1 (a) and Figure 4.1 (b). The deviance residuals 
for the models without overdispersion (models II, III and IV) were much larger than 
those of models with overdispersion (Figure 4.1. (b )). This was due to overdispersion 
in the CD4 count. Models II, III and IV identified the same outliers, these were 
observations of patients 31, 48, 60, 78, 85 and 210. The overdispersed models also 
identified the same outliers, these observations belonged to patients 6, 3 l, 60, 85 and 
210. Despite this lack of fit the overdispersed Poisson models appeared to fit the data 
better than the models without overdipersion. 

Figure 4.2 presents modified Cook's statistics from fitting models VI and VII. Several 
observations taken on different patients at different stages of the HIV disease were 
found to be influential in each of these models. For instance, in model VI, 
observations belonging to patients 6, 31, 48, 60, 68, 210 and 335 were influential, 
while in model VII, observations of patients 60, 210, 214, 242, 333, 334 and 335 were 
influential. We refitted the models VI and VII with the influential observations 
removed. The regression coefficient estimates from the refitted models (Table 4.5) 
were similar to those obtained when the influential observations were included (Table 
4.2. (b)). 

Distributional assumptions about the random effects, u;, for the HGLMs involving a 
random component, were checked by conducting goodness of fit tests and fitting the 
assumed distributions to the random effects estimates. Table 4.3 presents the results of 
the goodness of fit tests. The assumptions about the random effects were met for the 
models (models VI and VII) with overdispersion and did not hold for the models 
without overdispersion. Figure 4.3. (a) and Figure 4.3. (b) show the fitted distributions 
to the random effects of the models without overdispersion and those with 
overdispersion, respectively. 

We also assessed the practical validity of models VI and VII by using the regression 
coefficient estimates to estimate the CD4 from TLC. Again we used observations 
used in Chapter 2 of this study to estimate the CD4 counts. Table 4.4. shows a 
distribution of the relative distances of the estimated values from the observed CD4 
counts. The predictions from these models were not improved over those obtained 
from fitting a random effects model in Chapter. This might be due to the weak 
relationship between the CD4 and TLC. 
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R~ndom effects and overdispersion modelling 

In the specification of a random effects generalized linear model, the conditional 
likelihood of y given u is given by 

l(fl ,¢;ylu) ={ye· -b(B')/a(¢) + c(y,¢) 

where e· refers to the unknown parameters relating to the mean of the distribution 
of y given 11 . ¢ is the dispersion parameter and is associated with the variance of the 

distribution of y given u . 

When the distribution of y given u is assumed to be normally distributed, ¢ is the 

variance, Var(y!u), (¢=a?), which is strictly positive. In the binomial and Poisson 

distribution ¢ = I. For the Poisson distribution we have E(ylu) =Jal and 

Var(y!u) = µ11. 

If the conditio'nal distribution of y given 11 is assumed to be Poisson or binomial it 
may be overdispersed or underdispersed. For instance if conditional distribution 

of y given u is as.sumed to be Poisson, we have E(ylu) = µu but Var(y!u) =¢Jal. 

Overdispersion or underdispersion can be interpreted as the departure from the 
assumed conditional distribution of y given u . 

In the literati.Ire the terms dispersion or overdispersion and random effects have been 
used interchangeably to refer to the modelling of the random component. For instance 
Lee and Nelder; O 996) state that modelling of the random component in the linear 
predictor describes overdispersion. Overdispersion in a generalized linear model, with 
random effects, relates to the conditional distribution of y given u and is distinct from 

the need of postulated model to have an extra random effect. In the models with 
overdispersion we fitted; instead of estimating the overdipersion parameter,¢, 

explicitly, we could have estimated it by fitting an extra random component for the 
units, uif. The results would have the same interpretation according to Lee and 

Nelder, (1996). We consider dispersion to relate to tre structure of the random effect 
u while overdispersion refers to variation in addition to the specified random effects 
u. This is useful for model interpretation since the random component represents a 
known source of variation and the overdispersion corresponds to unknown sources of 
variation. 
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Table . 4.1 Summary of assumptions of hierarchical generalized linear .models. 
for the CD4 count ciata 

Model Tenn Mean Dispersion 
Distribution Link Linear Predictor Distribution Link 

I Fixed Ncinnal Identity log TLC + Stage Gamma log 
Random Normal Identitv Patient Gamma log 

II Fixed Poisson Log log TLC + Stage 1Gamma log 
Random 

III Fixed Poisson log log TLC + Stage Ganuna log 
Random Normal. identitv .. Patient Gamma log 

IV Fixed Poisson log log TLC + Stage Ganuna log 
Random Gamma log Patient Gamma log 

v Fixed Poisson log log TLC + Stage Ganuna log 
Random 

VI Fixed Poisson log log TLC + Stage Gamma log 
Random NonnaJ identitv Patient Ganuna log 

VII Fixed Poisson log log TLC + Stage Gamma log 
·Random Ganuna log Patient Ganuna log 
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Table 4.2. (a) Parameter estimates of the models without overdispersion for the 
CD4 count data 

Term Model l Model II Model HI · Model IV· 
Estimate Std. Estimate Std. Estimate Std. 

Error Error Error 
Fixed 
Constant -2.583 0.310 -0.489 0.032 -0.705 0.083 
Log TLC l.l 17' 0.041 0.859 0.004 0.844 0.010 
Stage II -0.074 0.055 0.003 0.005 0.000 0.008 
Stage III -0.369 0.-051 -0.406 0.005 -0.166 0.009 
Stage IV -0. 756 0.068 -0.684 0.007 -0.297 0.014 

Random 
Patient 0:239 0.010 0.416 0.031 
Dispersion 0.176 0.021 1.000 1.000 
Deviance 675.6 70716 15851.0 
Degrees of 675.6 9'") ,,_ 562.8 
freedom 

Table 4.2. (b) Parameter estimates of the models with overdispersion 
for the CD4 count data 

Term Model V Model VI Model. VII 
Estimate Std. Estimate Std. Estimate Std. 

Error Error Error 
Fixed 
Constant -0.489 0.275 -1.116 0.30 l -Ll57 0.304 
Log TLC 0.859 0.036 0.928 0.040. 0.941 0.041 
Stage H 0.003 0.040 -0.039 0.039 -0.034 0.038 
Stage III -0.4'06 0.043 -0.273 0.041 -0.262 0.041 
Stage-IV -0.684 0.061 -0.576 0.059 -0.565 0.059 
Random 
Patient 0.169 0.015 0.168 0.015 
Dispersion 76.000 3.410 0.054 3.407 0.054 
Deviance 70716 682.l 676.9 
Degrees of 932 682.l 676,9 
freedom 

Table 4.3 Goodness of fit tests for random effects estimates of each model 

Estimate 

-0.518 
0.842 
0.001 
-0:165 
-0.295 

0.356 
1.000 

15841.0 
560.6 

Model· Ho ' Degree of freedom .• x· statistic 
I u - Normal 38.019 15 

III u - Log - normal 75.409 21 

IV u -Gamma 37.301 19 
VI (with overdispersion) u - Log - normal 9.363 13 
VII (with overdispersion) u -Gamma 7.353 1 1 

* Model II and V not shown because they did not involve random effects. 
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0.083 
0.010 
0.008 
0.009 
0.014 
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Table 4.4 Distribution of relative distances of estimated CD4 counts to ohscrvcd 
CD4 count 

Within k % of obscnrcd Model V Model VI Model VII 

CD4 count 
Freq. Percent Freq. Percent Freq. Percent 

< IO 1364 . 66.5 1367 66.6 1379 67.2 
10-20 352 17. l 368 17.9 334 16.3 
20-30 107 5.2 97 4.7 110 5.4 

> 30 230 11.2 221 I0.8 230 11.2 
Total 2053 100.0 2053 100.0 2053 100.0 
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Figure 4.2. Index plots of Modified Cook's statistics 
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Figure 4.3. (a) Distribution of Random effects for models 

without overdispersion 
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Figure 4.3. (b). Distribution of Random effects for models with overdispersion 
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Table 4.5 Parameter estimates from the models VI and VU with influential 

observations excluded 

Tenn Model VI Model VII 

Es~imate Std. Error Estimate Std. Error 

Fixed 
Constant -1.247 0.290 -l.228 0.295 

Log TLC 0.94~ 0.039 0.952 0.039 

Stage II -0.037 0.036 -0.040 0.037 

Stage III -0.259 0.039 -0.265 0.039 

Stage IV -0.549 0.056 -0.564 0.057 

Random 
Patient 0.178 0.015 0.166 0.015 

Dispersion 3.243 0.055 3.407 0.054 

Deviance 662.l 666.9 

Degrees of 662.l 666.9 

freedom 
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4.3.2 The relationship between CD4 counts and viral load 

4.3.2.1 Modelling the CD4 count using HGLMs 

We refitted the models considered in Section 4.3.1 of this Chapter using data for 56 
HIV patients. The data consisted of repeated measurements of CD4 and viral for each 
patient. · 

The assumptions and notation for the HGLMs given in Section 4.3.1 were retained; 
only in the linear predictor were they changed since a different data set was used. For 
instance the logarithm of viral load and week of measurement represented the 
explanatory variables, instead of log TLC and HIV stage, in the models we 
considered. 

The following hierarchical generalized linear models (HGLMs) describing the 
relationship between CD4 count and viral load were considered: 

Let Yu be the CD4 cell count at week j for patient i 

xii be the viral load measurement at week j for patient i . 

i) .Model I: Normal-Normal HGLM 

This model has the linear predictor 

1 _ /J l week patient £ · 1 56 d · 1 4 og Yr - µ + . og X; +a. + ui + ei , or z = , .. ., an J = ,. . ., 
J J J J } 

ii) Model II: Poisson Generalized Linear Model 

The linear predictor in this model is given by 

log µii = µ + /J; log xii + a;eek , for i = 1,. . .,56 and j = 1,. . .,4 

iii) Model III: Poisson-Normal HGLM 

The linear predictor in this model is given by 

1 /3 1 week 1 patient £ · 1 5 6 d · 1 4 ogµii = µ+ ; ogxii +a; + ogui , or z = ,. . ., an J = ,. . ., 

iv) Model IV: Poisson-Gamma HGLM 

The linear predictor in this model is given by 

I fJ 1 week 1 patient £ · 1 56 d · 1 4 og µi. = µ + .. ogx; +a. + ogui , or l = ,. . ., an J = ,. . ., · 
J J J J 
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In these above model the fixed terms are: 

µ which represents the constant term, 

fJ1 represents the effect of the interaction between log viral load and week, for 

j = 1, ... ,4 with /11 = 0 

a 1 represents effect for week j, for j 1,. .. ,4 with a 1 = 0 

and the random term is: 

u; represents the random effect for patient i, for i = 1, .. .,56 

and e;; represents the random error in Model I. 

Table 4.6 gives a summary of the assumptions made in each of these models. 

We also investigated overdispersion for the models that assumed a Poisson 
distribution for the fixed effects. These models were extensions of models II, III, and 
IV and were denoted as model V, VI and VII, respectively. 

The results :from fitting the above-specified models are given in Table 4.7. (a) and 
Table 4.7 (b). Model II was the only model we considered that did not involve a 
random component in the linear predictor; the other models included random effects. 
The regression coefficient estimates from these models were consistent with the 
results obtained from fitting random effects models in Chapter 3 of this study. 
However, when overdispersion was considered (models V, VI and VII), the 
interaction terms between the week of measurement and the log-transformed viral 
load were not statistically significant. For the Poisson generalized linear model, with 
overdispersion (model V), the relationship between the CD4 count did not depend on 
time. The estimates of the regression coefficients from fitting this model were similar 
to those obtained from the analysis of single measurements in section 3.4.1 of Chapter 
3, in this study. This implies that the overdispersion, which explains all unknown 
sources of variation, has taken account of the time dependence. 

Figure 4.4. (a) and Figure 4.4. (b) show normal probability plots of deviance residuals 
for each of the models. The deviance residuals for the models without overdispersion 
(models II, III and IV) were much larger than those of models with overdispersion 
(Figure 4.4. (b)). This was due to overdispersion in the CD4 count. Models I, II, III 
and IV identified the same outliers, these were observations of patients 9 and 17. 
However the models with overdispersion identified the observation of patient 17, 
taken at week 48, as the only outlier. From the data, the CD4 count corresponding to 
this observation was 993 and was larger compared to other observations at week 48, 
although it was a genuine observation. 

Figure 4.5 presents modified Cook's statistics from fitting models VI and VIL In both 
models, observations of patients 4 and 17 were found to be influential. 
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Goodness of fit tests for the null distributions of the random, effects, u,, in the 

HGLMs involving a random comportent, revealed that the assumptions about the 
random effects. were only valid for the models VI and VII but did not hold for the 
models without overdispersion (Table 4.8). Figure 4.6. (a) and Figure 4.6. (b) show 
the fitted distributions to the ·random effects of the models without overdispersion and 
those with overdispersion, respectively. 

Table 4.6 Summary of assumptions of hierarchical generalized linear models for 
CD4 count data · 

Mode Tenn Mean Dispersion 
I 

Distribution Link Linear Predictor Distribution Link 
. 

I Fixed Normal identity lqg ytD x Week Ganuna log 
Random Normal identitv Patient Gamma log 

II Fixed Poisson log log VLDx Week Gamma log 
Random 

III Fixed Poisson log log VLD x Week Gamma log 
Random Normal identity· Patient Gamma log 

IV Fixed Poisson log log VLD x Week Gamma log 
Random Gamma log Patient Gamma log 

v Fixed Poisson log log VLD Gamma log 
Ra mt om 

VI Fixed. Poisson log log VLD + Week Gamma log 
Random Normal identity Patient Gamma log 

VII Fixed Poisson Jog log VLD + Week Gamma log 
Random Gamma log Patient Gamma log 

* YLD refers to the viral load measurement. 
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Table 4.7. (a) Parameter estimates of the modelS without overdispersion for CD4 
count data 

Tenn Model I Model 1I Model III 
Estimate Std. Estimate Std. Estimate ~td. 

Error Error Error 
Fixed 
Constant 5.4 IO 0.292 6.232 0.037 5.074 0.104 
x 0.004 0.028 -0.065 0.004 0.039 0.006 
Week 24 0:853 0.355 0.601 0.057 0.065 0.065 
Week 36 0.786 0.376 0.659 0.064 0.239 0.074 
Week 48 r.oo9 0.362 0.125 0.059 0.278 0.068 
XX Week24 · -0 099 0.035 ..Q.067 0.006 . -0.017 0.007 
Xx Week36 -0.095 0.036 -0.073 0.006 -0.042 0.007 
Xx Week48 -0.130 0.035 -0.027 0.006 -0.050 0.007 
Random 
Patient 0.386 0.077 0.442 0.084 

; 

Disoersion 0.136 0.014 1.000 1.000 
Deviance 165.6 16947 3615.0 
Degrees of 165.6 216 161.2 
freedom 

*X refers to the logarithm of viraJ load measurement 

Table 4.7. (b) Parameter estimates from the models 
with overdispersion for the CD4 count data 

Term Mcxiel V Model VI Model VII 
Estimate Std. Estimate Std. Estimate Std. 

Error Error Error 
Fixed 
Constant 6.554 0.190 5.611 0.199 5.717 0.193 
x -0.105 0.019 ..0.014 0.019 -0.011 0.019 
Week 24 ..0079 0.057 ~0.080 0.056 
Week 36 -0.140 0.060 -0.143 0.060 
Week 48 -0.184 0.060 -0.187 0.060 
Random 
Patient 0.333 0.067. 0.305 0.060 
Disoersion 78.000 3.143 0.109 3.131 0.109 
Deviance 17142 168.8 168.0 
Degrees of 219 168.8 168.0 
freedom 

*X refers to the logarithm of viral load measurement 

Model IV 
Estimate Std. 

Error 

5.252 0.096 
0.039 0.005 
0.065 0.065 
0.238 0.074 
0.278 0.068 

-0.017 0.007 
-0.042 0.007 
-0.050 0.007 

0.368 0.070 
1.000 

3615.0 
161.2 

Table 4.8 Goodness of fit tests for random effects estimates for each model 

Moder Ho 
, 

Degree of freedom x· statistic 
I u - Normal 18.258 5 
III u - Log - norma1 15.307 5 

IV u ~Gamma 20.209 5 
VI (with overdispersion) u - Log - normal 5.991 

,, 
.) 

VII (with overdsipersion) u -Gamma 7.213 4 

* Model II and V not shown because they did not involve random effects. 
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Figure 4.4. (a). Normal probability plots of deviance residuals for models 

without overdispersion 
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Figure 4.4. (b). Normal probability plots of deviance residuals 

for models with overdispersion 
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Note: The observation of patient 17 taken at the 48th week was not well fitted by all the models. The 
CD4 count of this patient was 993 with a corresponding viral load of 121000. 
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Figure 4.5. Index plots of Modified Cook's statistics 

Model VI and Model VII 
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Figure 4.6. (a). Distribution of R.andom effects for models 

without overdispersion _, __ _ 
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Figure 4.6. (b). Distribution of Random effects for the models 

with overdispersion 
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4.3.2.2 A Bayesian approach to modelling the relationship between 
the CD4 count and Viral load 

We employed the Gibbs sampling technique in modelling the relationship between the 
CD4 count and viral load in the Bayesian framework. The Gibbs sampler is a 
statistical technique for simulating samples from the joint posterior distribution of the 
unknown quantities in a statistical model. The basic idea behind the method is that it 
generates random variables from a marginal distribution indirectly, without having to 
calculate the density. Casella and George, ( 1992) gave an exposition of the 
fundamental ideas behind the Gibbs sampler. 

Gibbs sampling can be implemented using the BUGS software (Gilks et al., 1994), a 
generic program that carries out Bayesian inference. The software can handle an 
extensive class of models that have used the Gibbs sampler, including cluster analysis 
(Gil ks et al., 1989), survival analysis models (Clayton, 1991 ), econometric models 
(Blattberg and George, 1990) and random effects generalized linear models 
(Dellaportas and Smith, 1993; Zeger and Karim, 1991). 

The BUGS software requires that prior distributions for the parameters of interest be 
specified. It is hoped that these priors would have minimal influence on the results, 
that is, they are non-informative in the Bayesian sense. Bayesian inference then 
proceeds by calculating posterior distributions of the parameters of interest by taking 
the specified full joint probability distribution and conditioning on the observed data. 
Essentially, the analysis is one of simulation. The method for conducting this 
simulations are known as Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods (Gilks et al., 1996), 
because the simulated values of the unknown parameters of the model follow a 
Markov chain whose stationary distribution is the required posterior distribution. 
Inferences concerning the unknown parameters in the statistical model are then based 
on summaries of the sampled values. Bayesian inference using BUGS have been 
discussed by several authors (Best and Spiegelhalter, 1996; Spiegelhalter, 1998). 

Model fitting using BUGS 

In this Section, we considered the Poisson GLM, Normal-Normal model, Poisson
Normal model and the Poisson-Gamma model; which were denoted as Model I, IT, III 
and IV, respectively, in Section 4.3.2.1 of this chapter. 

The fixed effects parameters assumed the same prior distribution in all the models, a 
normal prior with· mean 0 and variance 10 000, which was intended to be proper but 
locally uniform. We used the dispersion parameter estimates ob.tained in the previous 
analysis (Section 4.3.2.1) to set-up prior distributions for the dispersion parameters. 

The BUGS software parameterises the normal distribution in terms of the mean and 
prec1s1on r 1/ cr 2 and the gamma distributions in terms of its shape and scale 
parameters a and .,8. We gave prior distributions for r in Model I and III and priors 
a and /3 were only specified for Model IV, since it was the only model considered 
with gamma distr:ibuted random effects. George et al., (1993) considered a conjugate 
Poisson-Gamma hierarchical model and assurned the random effects followed a 
gamma distribution with parameter a and /3. They assumed the prior distribution for 
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a was exponential while f3 was given a gamma prior. In contrast, Lee and Nelder, 
( 1996) in their HGLMs assume the random effects follow a gamma distribution with 
mean l with the variance of the random effect being the reciprocal of the shape 
parameter a. We used the latter parametrization to set-up a prior distribution for the 

random effects in model IV. 

The BUGS software also requires initial values to run iterations of the Gibbs sampler. 
The regression coefficients for the fixed effects were all given initial values of 0 while 
the precision parameters assumed the value 1. 

The results were based on l 0 000 iterations of the Gibbs sampler, after having l 000 
iterations to set-up the monitoring of sampled values. The models were reasonably 
well behaved and convergence appeared to be rapid. The results for the models I, II, 
III and IV (Table 4.9 (a)) were consistent with the results obtained earlier in Section 
4.3.2. l of this Chapter. Figure 4.7 shows kernel density plots of the sampled values 
for the fixed effects parameters for Model I and indicates little evidence of departure 
from the prior assumptions for the interactions terms in the model. 

We also investigated overdispersion in the Bayesian models. In BUGS, 
overdispersion in the distribution of the response variable is handled by adding a 
random effect for the units, uiJ. Breslow and Clayton, ( l 993), Lee and Nelder, ( l 996) 

used this parametrization in their re-analysis of data on epileptics (Thall and Vail, 
l 990). The models that assumed overdispersion were denoted as model V, VI and 
VII, as in the previous analysis (Section 4.3.2.1). The results from fitting these models 
are presented in Table 4.9 (b ). For Poisson GLM, it was noted that the relationship 
between the CD4 count and log viral load depended on time. All the terms in models 
VI and VII were not statistically significant. This finding might reflect the weak 
relationship between the CD4 count and log viral load, however, it is not known to 
what extent is it due to inappropriate parametrizations for these models. 

The Bayesian approach to inference in random effect models could be useful when 
there are few observations available to estimate the parameters of the statistical 
model. We mention below some of the limitations of using the BUGS software to fit 
generalized linear models with random effects. 

Limitations of the Bayesian approach to fitting random effects models 

i) The assumed prior distributions, required in the Bayesian approach could be 
influential in the results and this may lead to incorrect inferences. 

ii) The Gibbs sampler relies on convergence of a simulation. However, there 
appears to be no method of checking whether the simulations are from the 
desired distribution. 

iii) Parameterization chosen for a given model can be influential in the efficiency 
and behaviour of the simulation. 

iv) While procedures for checking the convergence or the Gibbs sampler are 
available, procedures for checking model adequacy are yet to be developed. 
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Table 4.9. (a) Bayesian estimates from the models without overdispersion ·for 
CD4 count data 

Tenn Model I Model II Model III 
Estimate Std. Error Estimate Std. Error Estimate Std. Error 

Fixed 
Constant 5.401 0.285 6.229 0.036 4.977 0.114 
x 0.006 0.028 -0.065 0.004 0.041 0.005 
Week 24 0.846 0.330 0.607 0.054 0.089 0.062 
Week36 0.767 0.353 0.661 0.062 0.263 0.069 
Week48 1.025 0.351 0.131 0.056 0.296 0.067 
Xx Week 24 -0.098 0.032 -0.067 0.006 -0.019 0.006 
Xx Week 36 -0.093 0.034 -0.073 0.006 -0.044 0.007 
Xx Week48 -0.132 0.034 -0.028 0.006 -0.052 0.007 
Random 

Patient 0.402 0.090 0.442 0.084 
Dispersion 0.137 0.016 

*X refers to the logarithm of viral load measurement 

.Table 4.9. (b) Bayesian estimates from the models 
with overdispersion for the CD4 count data 

Tenn Model V Model VI Model VII 
Estimate Std. Estimate Std. Error Estimate Std. Error 

Error 

Fixed 
Constant 4.602 0.461 3.209 1.735 3.098 1.404 

x 0.090 0.044 0.121 0.103 0.128 0.076 

Week24 2.907 0.374 0.751 1.477 0.734 1.161 
Week 36 1.985 0.662 0.588 1.378 0.675 1.339 
Week48 2.213 0.387 0.487 l.412 0.581 1.230 

Random 
Patient 0.442 0.084 0.368 0.070 
Dispersion 0.516 0.073 0.957 1.405 1.268 0.995 

*X refers to the logarithm of viral load measurement 
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Model IV 
Estimate Std. Error 

3.909 0.252 
0.029 0.006 
0.084 0.060 
0.268 0.079 
0.266 0.063 

-0.018 0.006 
-0.044 0.008 
-0.048 0.006 

0.368 0.070 
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Figure 4.7. Kernel density plots of the sampled values for the regression coefficients 
Model I: Nomial-Normal Model 
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CHAPTERS 

Conclusions 

5.1. The relationship between the CD4 count and TLC 

The analysis revealed that there was a weak relationship between the CD4 
count and the TLC. The relationship was not strong enough .to allow for 
satisfactory prediction of the CD4 count from the TLC. As result of the weak 
relationship between the CD4 count and TLC, predictions of the CD4 counts 
from the TLC were poor. Variation in the CD4 counts was largely due to 
patient variation; with patient variation being 1.358 times random variation. 

The analysis suggested different thresholds (cut-offs) of the TLC, for each 
HIV stage, for determining commencement of treatment. The TLC cut-offs 
were higher in advanced stages of the disease. This was due to high values of 
the TLC of some patients with correspondingly low CD4 counts, in advanced 
stages of the HIV disease. There is need for further examination of this group 
of patients in studying the relationship between the CD4 count and TLC. 

The inclusion of HIV patients, who had previous exposure to antiretroviral 
drugs in the study instead of na'ive HIV patients, may have biased the results 
because of the potent effect the drugs could have on the CD4 counts and TLC 
measurements. In general, however, it may be difficult to find patients who 
have never been exposed to antiretroviral drugs. 

5.2. The relationship between the CD4 count and viral load 

The relationship between the CD4 count and viral load was found to be weak. 
Variation in the CD4 counts was ·mostly due to patient variation. Patient 
variation was found to be 2.183 times the variation due to random variation. In 
the models considered in this study, the relationship between the CD4 count 
and viral load seemed to depend on time. However further modelling of this 
relationship (Chapter 4, fitting a Poisson GLM with overdispersion, Model V) 
revealed that the time dependence result depended on model choice. 

The results from the analysis were in agreement with those from other similar 
studies conducted in developed countries. This implies that the relationship 
between the CD4 count and total lymphocyte count was the same in both the 
African population and HIV infected individuals in developed countries. This 
indicated that the pathogenesis of HIV was the same in both African patients 
and those in developed countries. 

In this study we analysed data that came from HIV infected individuals who 
were given antiretroviral drugs. This could have influenced their CD4 counts 
and viral load measurements. There is a need therefore for prospective studies 
that will follow na'ive HIV patients and measure their CD4 count and viral 
load measurements and other important covariate information such as the HIV 
stage or the duration of HIV infection. This data could then be used to study 
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the relationship between the CD4 count and viral load. Furthermore, the 
longitudinal data could also be used to describe the natural course of viral load 
throughout HIV infection in African patients. 

5.3. Statistical methods 

For the relationship between the CD4 count and TLC, we investigated models 
that assume normality and Poisson assumptions about the CD4 counts. Since 
the CD4 count is a proportion of tlie TLC, another approach to the analysis 
would be to use logistic regression to model this proportion. We did not 
investigate this approach in this study. 

In this study, HGLMs provided reasonable models for the· CD4 counts, in 
particular the Poisson-Gamma model. The latter model accommodated 
outlying observations. This was because a skewed distribution, the gamma 
distribution, was assumed for the random effects, u . 

HGLMs adopt a parametric approach to random effects modelling and 
therefore provide a natural framework for model 'checking, while model 
checking procedures for Bayesian Markov.· Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 
methods are yet to be developed. However, a few caveats are in order. Firstly, 
HGLMs rely on the profile likelihood, which can underpropagate uncertainty 
about inference parameters in small samples. Secondly, they are limited to 
conjugate families, while Bayesian MCMC methods do not have this 
restriction. Thirdly, in HGLMs, parameter estimation is achieved through 
maximization of the h - likelihood which avoids the integration needed to 
calculate the usual marginal likelihood. With the advent of modem MCMC 
methods for high dimensional integrals the latter motivation may be weaker. 
Given the competing computational features and inferential properties 
between HGLMs and fully Bayesian methods, it would seem easier to use 
HGLMs for problems that may be too large to handle with Bayesian methods 
and to use Bayesian methods for data from small samples. 

Statistical properties of diagnostics for generalized linear models are well 
established (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989), while regression diagnostics for 
HGLMs have not been well studied. There is therefore as need for further 
research into construction and statistical properties of diagnostics for I:IGLMs. 
In this study, we only assessed the distributional properties of the random 
effects, u. 

There is a need in generalized linear models with random effects literature to 
distinguish between dispersion parameters and random effects. The random 
effects could be considered to represent known sources of variation while the 
dispersion represent unknown sources of variation. 
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Appendix A Crosstabulations showing cell counts for calculating sensitivity, 
specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, 
false negative rate and false positive rate 

Table 2.13 Relation between estimated TLC values (cut-offs) and CD4 counts for 
" HIV Stage I patients 

Observed CD4 count 
Estimated TLC value > 200 Total 

29 38 67 
>1159 40 441 481 

Total 69 479 548 

Table 2.14 Relation between estimated TLC values (cut-offs) and CD4 counts for 
HIV Stage II patients 

Observed CD4 count 
Estimated TLC value > 200 Total 

41 40 81 
>1240 44 311 355 

Total 85 351 436 

Table 2.15 Relation between estimated TLC values (cut-offs) and CD4 counts for 
HIV Stage III patients 

Observed CD4 count 
Estimated TLC value > 200 Total 

278 112 390 
>1615 75 242 317 

Total 353 354 707 

Table 2.13 Relation between estimated TLC values (cut-offs) and CD4 counts for 
HIV Stage IV patients 

Observed CD4 count 
Estimated TLC value > 200 Total 

275 49 324 
> 2281 12 26 38 

Total 287 75 362 



Table 2.17 Relation between a fixed TLC value (cut-om of 1250 and CD4 counts for 
HIV Stage I patients 

Observed CD4 count 
Fixed TLC value > 200 Total 

35 49 84 
>1250 34 430 464 

Total 69 479 548 

Table 2.18 Relation between fixed TLC value (cut-ofQ of 1250 and CD4 counts for 
HIV Stage II patients 

Observed CD4 count 
Fixed TLC value > 200 Total 

43 42 85 
>1250 42 309 351 

Total 85 351 436 

Table 2.19 Relation between a fixed TLC value (cut-ofO of 1250 and CD4 counts for 
HIV Stage ill patients 

Observed CD4 count 
Fixed TLC value > 200 Total 

223 50 273 
>1250 130 304 434 

Total 353 354 707 

Table 2.20 Relation between a fixed TLC value (cut-off) of 1250 and CD4 counts for 
HIV Stage IV patients 

Observed CD4 count 
Fixed TLC value > 200 Total 

208 ' 13 221 
>1250 79 62 141 ' 

Total 287 75 362 
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Appendix B GENSTAT programs for Random effects models for the CD4, 
TLC and Viral load , 

1. MODELS FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOG CD4 COUNT AND 
LOG TOTAL LYMPHOCYTE COUNT FOR 376 HIV PATIENTS 

FACTOR [LEVEL=376]PATNO 
FACTOR (LEVEL=4]STAGE 
FACTOR [LEVEL=2]TBSTATUS 
FACTOR [LEVEL=l6]VISIT 

OPEN 'C: \\ TTERM\ \CD4 \ \CD4. PR.N'; CHANNEL=3; FILETYPE=INPUT 
READ[CH=3]?ATNO,STAGE,CD4,TLC,VISIT,AGE,TBSTATUS,TIME 

CALCULATE Y=LOG(CD4) 
CALCULATE X=LOG(TLC) 
CALCULATE X2=X*X 

DESCRIBE [SELECTION=NOBS,NMV,MEAN,MEDIAN,MIN,MAX,Ql,Q3] Y,X 

TABULATE [PRINT=MEAN;CLASSIFICATION=STAGE]CD4,TLC,AGE 

"Model A: Main effects model II 

VCOMPONENTS [FIXED=X+X2+STAGE+AGE+TBSTATUS+TIME;CADJUST=none;\ 
CONSTANT=ESTIMATE] RANDOM=PATNO; CONSTRAIN=POSITIVE 

REML [ PRINT=MODEL, COMPONENTS; WALD; PSE=DI.FFERENCES; \ 
MVINCLUDE=*; METHOD=FISHER] Y 

VDISPLAY [PRINT=MODEL,COMPONENTS,EFFECTS,MEANS,STRATUMVAR,\ 
VCOVARIANCE,DEVIA:NCE,WALD,MISSINGVALUES,MONITORING; PSE=DIFFERENCES] 

VKEEP(RESIDUALS=RESID; FITTED=FIT] 

"Model B: Checking for interactions between Main effects" 

VCOMPONENTS (FIXED=X*STAGE;CADJUST=none;CONSTANT=ESTIMATE] 
RANDOM=PATNO;\ 

CONSTRAIN=POSITIVE 
REML [PRINT=MODEL,COMPONENTS,WALD; PSE=DIFFERENCES;\ 

MVINCLUDE=*; METHOD=FISHER] Y 
VDISPLAY [?RINT=MODEL,COMPONENTS,EFFECTS,MEANS,STRATUMVAR,\ 

VCOVARIANCE:,DEVIANCE,WALD,MISSINGVALUES,MONITORING; PSE=DIFFERENCES] 

VKEEP[RESIDUALS=RESID; FITTED=FIT] 

"Model C: final model fitted to the CD4 data" 

VCOMPONENTS [FIXED=X+STAGE;CADJUST=none;CONSTANT=ESTIMATE] \ 
RANDOM=?ATNO;CONSTRAIN=POSITIVE 

REML [PRINT=MODEL,COMPONENTS,WALD; PSE=DIFFERENCES; \ 
MVINCLUDE=*; METHOD=FISHER] Y 

VDISPLAY [?RINT=;MODEL,COMPONENTS,EFFECTS,MEANS,STRATUMVAR,\ 
VCOVARIANCE:,DEVIANC~,WALD,MISSINGVALUES,MONITORING; PSE=DIFFERENCES] 

VKEEP[RESIDUALS=RESID; FITTED=FIT] 



2. MODELS FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN REPEATED MEASUREMENTS 
OF CD4 COUNT AND. VIRAL LOAD FOR 56 HIV PATIENTS 

FACTOR [LEVEL=56]PATNO 
FACTOR [LEVEL=4] WEEK 

OPEN 'C:\\TTERM\\CD4\\CD4VLD.PRN'; CHANNEL=3; FI.LETYPE=INPUT 
READ[CH=3]IDNO,PATNO;CD4,VLOAD,WEEK 

CALCULATE Y=LOG(C04) 
CALCULATE X=LOG(VLOAD) 

DESCRIBE (SELECTION=NOBS,NMV,MEAN,MEDIAN,MIN,MAX,Ql,Q3] Y,X 

TABULATE (PRINT=MEAN;CLASSIFICATION=CLINSTG]CD4,VLD,Y,X 

"Model A: Main effects model" 

VCOMPONENTS (FIXED=X+X2+STAGE+AGE+TBSTATUS+TIME;CADJUST=none;\ 
CONSTANT=ESTIMATE] RANDOM=PATNO; CONSTRAIN=POSITIVE 

REML (PRINT=MODEL,COMPONENTS,WALD; PSE=DIFFERENCES; \ 
MVINCLUDE=*; METHOD=FISHER]Y 

VDISPLAY (PRINT=MODEL,COMPONENTS,EFFECTS,MEANS,STRATUMVAR,\ 
VCOVARIANCE,DEVIANCE,WALD,MISSINGVALUES,MONITORING; PSE=DIFFERENCES] 

VKEEP(RESIDUALS=RESID; FITTED=FIT] 

"Model C: Final model fitted to the CD4 data" 

VCOMPONENTS (FIXED=X+WEEK;CADJUST=none;CONSTANT=ESTIMATE] \ 
RANDOM=PATNO;CONSTRAIN=POSITIVE 

REML (PRINT=MODEL,COMPONENTS,WALD; PSE=DIFFERENCES; \ 
MVINCLUOE=*; METHOD=FISHER] Y 

VDISPLAY (PRINT=MODEL,COMPONENTS,EFFECTS,MEANS,STRATUMVAR,\ 
VCOVARIANCE,DEVIANCE,WALD,MISSINGVALUES,MONITORING; PSE=DIFFERENCES] 

VKEEP[RESIDUALS=RESID; FITTED=FIT] 

"Model B: Checking for: inter-actions between Main effects" 

VCOMPONENTS [FIXED=X*WEEK;CADJUST=none;CONSTANT=ESTIMATE] 
RANDOM=PATNO; \ 

CONSTRAIN=E'OSITIVE 
REML [PRINT=MODEL,COMPONENTS,WALD; PSE=DIFFERENCES;\ 

MVINCLUDE=*; METHOD=FISHER] Y 
VDISPLAY [?RINT=MODEL,COMPONENTS,EFFECTS,MEANS,STRATUMVAR,\ 

VCOVARIANCE,OEVIANCE,WALD,MISSINGVALUES,MONITORING; PSE=DIFFERENCES] 

VKEEP[RESIDUALS=RESID; FITTED=FIT] 

"Model C: Fitting AR(2) covar:iance str:uctur:e" 

VCOMPONENTS [FIXED=X*WEEK;CADJUST=none;CONSTANT=ESTIMATE]\ 
RANDOM=E'ATNO.WEEK; CONSTRAIN=POSITIVE 

VSTRUC (PATNO.WEEK] MODEL=AR; ORDER=2;FACTOR=WEEK 
REML [PRINT=MODEL,COMPONENTS,WALD; PSE=DIFFERENCES; \ 



MVINCLUDE=*; METHOD=fISHER]Y 
VDISPLAY (PRINT=MODEL,COMPONENTS,EffECTS,MEANS, 

VCOVARIANCE,DEVIANCE,WALD,MISSINGVALUES,MONITORING; PSE=DiffERENCES] 

VKEEP[RESIDUALS=RESID; fITTED=fIT] 

"Model D: fitting AR(l) covariance structure; final model fitted to 
the CD4 count and viral load data" 

VCOMPONENTS [fIXED=X*WEEK;CADJUST=none;CONSTANT=ESTIMATE)\ 
RANDOM=PATNO.WEEK; CONSTRAIN=FOSITIVE 

VSTRUC [ P.l\.TNO. WEEK] MODEL= AR; ORDER=l; fACTOR=WEEK 
REML (PRINT:,MODEL,COMPONENTS,WALD; PSE=DiffERENCES; \ 

MVINCLUDE=*; METHOD=fISHER)Y 
VDISPLAY (PRINT=MODEL,COMPONENTS,EffECTS,MEANS, 

VCOVARIANCE,DEVIANCE,WALD,MISSINGVALUES,MONITORING; PSE=DiffERENCES] 

VKEEP[RESIDUALS=RESID; fITTED=fIT] 
PRINT CD4, Y,X, fIT, RESID 



Appendix C. GENSTA T programs for hierarchical generalized linear 
models for t"he relationship between CD4 count and TLC 

.. Model I : Normal-Normal Model 

FACTOR [LEVEL=376]PATNO 
FACTOR [LEVEL=4]STAGE 
FACTOR [LEVEL=2]TBSTATUS 
FACTOR [LEVEL=l6]VISIT 

OPEN I c: \ \TTERM\ \CD4 \ \CD4. PRN Ii CHANNEL=3 i FILETYPE=INPUT 
READ[CH=3]?ATNO,STAGE,CD4,TLC,VISIT;AGE,TBSTATUS,TIME 
calculate y=log{CD4) 
calculate x=log{TLC) 

"Load K system" 

k 
kun 937 
yvar y 
err n 
kfi t x+CLINSTG 

"Load HG system for fitting HGLMs" 

load 'sys.hg' 
openhg 
vershg 
suhg(n;i;x-i-CLINSTG;PATNO]n;i 
fithg 
dehg (m] 
dehg[d] 
aplhg 
modhg 
"Model diagnostics" 
map [ml 0 
kmcs 
print PAT~J,CLINSTG,%rw,%cst,%rds,%rps,%ra,icsta 
kmcd 

"Print BLr.:?s" 
map [m] 1 ... ::re 
kde 

"Index pl:::: of std. leverages" 
klvp 
"!?lot of· :.:::g CD4 against Log TLC" 
ksm y;x 



Model II : Poisson Generalized Linear Model 

FACTOR [LEVEL=376)PATNO 
FACTOR [LEVEL=4]STAGE 
FACTOR [LEVEL=2)TBSTATUS 
FACTOR [LEVEL=l6)VISIT 

OPEN 'C:\\TTERM\\CD4\\CD4.PRN'; CHANNEL=3; FILETYPE=INPUT 
READ[CH=3]PATNO,STAGE,CD4,TLC,VISIT,AGE,T8STATUS,TIME 
calculate y=log(C04) 
calculate x=log(TLC} 

"Load K system" 

k 
kun 937 
yvar CD4 
err p 
kfit x+CLINSTG 
"Print parameter estimates" 
kde 

"Model diagnostics" 
map [m) 0 
kmcs 
print PATNO,CLINSTG,.%rw,%cst,%rds,%rps,%ra,%csta 
kmcd 

"Index plot of std. leverages" 
klvp 
"Plot of Log CD4 against Log TLC" 
ksm y;x 



Model III : Poisson-Normal Model 

FACTOR (LEVEL=376]PATNO 
FACTOR (LEVEL=4)STAGE 
FACTOR (LEVEL=2)TBSTATUS 
FACTOR (LEVEL=l6)VISIT 

OPEN I c: \ \ TTERM\ \C04 \ \CD4. PRN Ii CHANNEL=3 i fILETYPE=INPUT 
READ(CH=3]PATNO,STAGE,CD4,TLC,VISIT,AGE;TBSTATUS,TIME 
calculate y=log(CD4) 
calculate x=log(TLC) 

"Load K system" 

k 
kun 937 
yvar C04 
err p 
kfi t x+CLINSTG 

"Load HG system for fitting HGLMs" 

load 'sys.hg' 
openhg 
vershg 
suhg(p;l;x+CLINSTG;PATNO]n;i 
fithg 
dehg (ml 
dehg(d] 
aplhg 
modhg 
"Model diagnostics" 
map (m] 0 
kmcs 
print PATNO,CLINSTG,%rw,%cst,%rds,%rps,%ra,%csta 
kmcd 

"Print BLU?s" 
map (m] 1 ... nrc 
kde 



Model IV : Poisson-Gamma Model 

FACTOR [LEVEL=376]PATNO 
FACTOR (LEVEL=4]STAGE 
FACTOR [LEVEL=2]TBSTATUS 
FACTOR [LEVEL=l6]VISIT 

OPEN 'C:\\TTERM\\CD4\\CD4.PRN'; CHANNEL=3; FILETYPE=INPUT 
READ[CH=3]PATNO,STAGE,CD4,TLC,VISIT,AGE,TBSTATUS,TIME 
calculate y=log(CD4) 
calculate x=log(TLC) 

"Load K system" 

k 
kun 937 
yvar CD4 
err p 
kfit x+CLINSTG 

"Load HG system for fitting HGLMs" 

load 'sys.hg' 
openhg 
vershg 
suhg[p;l;x+CLINSTG;PATNO] 
fithg 
dehg [m] 
dehg[d] 
aplhg 
modhg 
"Model diagnostics" 
map [m] 0 
kmcs 
print PATNO,CLINSTG,%rw,%cst,%rds,%rps,%ra,%csta 
kmcd 

"Print BLUPs" 
map [m] 1 ... nrc 
kde 
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Model VI Poisson-Normal Model 
(with constant overdispersion) 

FACTOR (LEVEL=376]PATNO 
FACTOR (LEVEL=4]STAGE 
FACTOR (LEVEL=2]TBSTATUS 
FACTOR (LEVEL=l6]VISIT 

OPEN 'C: \\ TTERM\\CD4 \\CD4. PRN'; CHANNEL=3; FILETYPE=INPUT 
READ (CH=3] PATNO, STAGE,.CD4, TLC, VISIT ,AGE, TBSTATUS, TIME 
calculate y=log(CD4) 
calculate x=logjTLC) 

"Load K system" 

k 
kun 937 
yvar CD4 
err p 
kfi t x+CLINSTG 

"Load HG system for fitting HGLMs" 

load 'sys.hg' 
openhg 
vershg 
suhg(p;l;x+CLINSTG;PATNO;;y;e]n;i 
fithg 
dehg(m] 
dehg(d] 
aplhg 
modhg 
"Model diagnostics" 
map (m] 0 
krncs 
print PATNO, CLHISTG, %rw, %est, %rds, %rps, %ra, %cs ta 
krncd 

"Print BLU?s" 
map [m] 1 ... ::re 
kde 



Model VII : Poisson-Gamma Model 
(with constant overd.ispersion) 

FACTOR (LEVEL=376]PATNO 
FACTOR (LEVEL=4]STAGE 
FACTOR (LEVEL=2]TBSTATUS 
FACTOR (LEVEL=l6]VISIT 

OPEN 'C:\\TTERM\\CD4\\CD4.PRN'; CHANNEL=3; FILETYPE=INPUT 
READ(CH=3]PATNO,STAGE,CD4,TLC,VISIT,AGE,TBSTATUS,TIME 
calculate y=log(CD4} 
calculate x=log(TLC} 

"Load K system" 

k 
kun 937 
yvar CD4 
err p 
kfit x+CLINSTG 

"Load HG system for fitting HGLMs" 

load 'sys.hg' 
openhg 
vershg 
suhg(p;l;x+CLINSTG;PATNO;;y;e] 
fithg 
dehg (m] 
dehg [d] 
aplhg 
modhg 
"Model diagnostics" 
map (m] 0 
kmcs 
print PATNO,CLINSTG,%rw,%cst,%rds,%rps,%ra,%csta 
kmcd 

"Print BLUPs" 
map (m] 1 ... nrc 
kde 



Appendix D BUGS programs of Bayes hierarchical models for the relationship 
between the CD4 count and Viral load 

Model I: Nonnal-Normal Model 

model 
{faro in 1 : N) { # loop over patients 

for(k in 1 : T) { # loop over weeks 
muU, k] <- alpha + beta• (XLJ,k]) + beta2*(t2(k])+beta3*(t3(k]) 

+ beta4*(t4(k]) 
+ beta5'(t2[k])*(XU,k])+beta6•(t3(k]) '(XLJ,k]) 
+ beta7*(t4(k])*(XU,k]) 

+ b1 OJ # regression model (linear predictor) 

y1 LJ,k) - dnorm(muLJ,k], tau.b) # distribution of the response 
y1 U.k)<- log(yLJ,k]) #log (CD4 count) 
XU,kl<- log(vU,k]) ; # log(Viral load) 

b1 Ul - dnorm(O.O, tau.b1) # subject random effects 

########################################## 
# prior distributions of model parameters # 
########################################## 

# Reading the data: 

alpha - dnorm(0.0, 1.0E-4) 
beta - dnorm(0.0, 1.0E-4) 
beta2 - dnorm(0.0, 1 .OE-4) 
beta3 - dnorm(0.0, 1.0E-4) 
beta4. - dnorm(0.0, 1.0E-4) 
betas - dnorm(0.0, 1.0E-4) 
beta6 - dnorm(0.0,1.0E-4) 
beta? - dnorm(0.0, 1.0E-4); 
tau.b - dgamma(1.0E-3, 1.0E-3); sigm2.b <- 1.0 /(tau.b) 
tau.b1 - dgamma(1.0E-3, 1.0E-3); sigm2.b1 <- 1.0 /(tau.b1) 

# y = CD4 count, V= Viral load 

Data list(N = 56, T = 4, 
y = structure(.Data = c(357,357,395,486, 

279,338,228,219, 
242,276, 114, 126, 
234,254, 166, 19, 
351,72, 198, 132, 
176,201, 153, 155, 
82,94,60,52, 
229, 159,211,244, 
40,23, 19, 177, 
220, 143, 179,88, 
612,367,334,449. 
393,205,208,201, 
114,12,19,12, 
155,201, 174, 107. 
255,252,205,271, 
194,315,376,360, 
386,281 ,427,993. 
155, 1 97 ,67,39, 
391 ,428,281,409, 
210, 140, 109,142, 
298,337 ,316,275, 
289,264,236,256, 
58,41,89,38, 
219,115,183,170, 



70,71,68,53, 
455,434,432,311, 
246,348,269,310, 
328,462,293,409, 
290,421 ,328,266, 
203,222, 154, 177, 
87,63,86, 139, 
321 ,321 ,340,305, 
276,319,255,285, 
519,257,266,462, 
282,343,346,283, 
210,146,114,167, 
319,414,277,408, 
102, 129,80,44, 
139, 136,88, 108, 
466,290,532,238, 
117,30,32,24, 
193,222,236, 153, 
90, 101,97,46, 
339,537,510,302, 
394,397,261,326, 
504,382,467,340, 
400,516,377,215, 
711,462,489,305, 
390,394,308,321, 
228,245,247,311, 
232,185,185,75, 
81,76,57,53, 
280,223,315, 139, 
213, 162,203, 170, 
595,407,405,343, 
328,328,311, 117), .Dim= c(56,4)), 
(N'= 56, T=4, 

. v =structure(.Oata =c(2820,2400,2620, 1510, 
3690,1320, 1700,930, 
9650,21800,28300, 127000, 
694000,252000,372000,4230000, 
8520,285000,523000,4080, 
4950, 11600,6380,75700, 
6230,4770,8450,5280, 
511000,21800,72200,47 400, 
1800000,3670000,97 40000,259900, 
94900, 19000, 15100;92000, 
39000,990,25400,31100, 
4550, 1970,3530,29300, 
1290000,4160000,2720000,3130000, 
15500,211000, 190000,366000, 
46300,78300,52100,74800, . 
4900,5570,8130,677, 
930, 1200,39700, 121000, 
10300,45900,295000,30400, 
5430,52600, 17700,30300, 
310, 1990,6590,570, 
14600,41300,38700,910, 
470000,357000,516000,516000, 
580,218000,57900,38900, 
10400, 18300,23500,52300, 
22900,14200,21100, 13800, 
·14000,1770,8110,5280, 
112000, 11900,48600, 181800, 
2030, 1400,4570, 15800, 
110000,277000,147000,71800, 
52000,32300,30QOO, 15300, 
580, 14600,38500,86000, 
16500,53500,38300,34600, 
17 40,4250,4710,2280, 
25300, 7 4200,55800,39500, 
10900,6720, 16700,46200, 
22800,87700,40000,44300, 
11500, 10500,7290,4080, 
102000,304000,452000,639000, 
36100, 147000, 160000;13600, 
2020,4010,11400,5280, 
1660000, 1390000,2310000,47400, 
267000, 18500, 10400,31100, 




